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Introduction 
 

The Williams Bay Business Association (WBBA) conducted their third Community 

Survey in 2017. Previous surveys were conducted in 2007 and 2011. The 2017 

Community Survey retained many questions from the previous years in order to detect 

any changes that have occurred over the past 5 and 10 year periods.  

 

The survey was designed in early 2017 by members of the Board of the WBBA in 

collaboration with an assessment expert from George Williams College. Members of 

the Board included James P. D'Alessandro (President), William B. Duncan (Treasurer), 

and Sam Asani (member). The purpose of the survey was to seek community members’ 

feedback with regard to their awareness and participation in community events, 

opinions about further economic and residential development in the village (where it 

should occur, what type of development should be encouraged), and satisfaction with 

quality of life in Williams Bay. The survey also included open-ended questions about 

perceptions of the village’s identity. Finally, a current issue was surveyed and 

demographic information was collected.   

 

Surveys Returned 

 

Paper surveys were sent out in late June 2017 to all residents with a postal mailing 

address (one per address), for a total of 1282 surveys distributed. The requested return 

date was August 15. Mailed surveys included a self-addressed stamped envelope to 

encourage responding. Included for the first time was an online option; the link to the 

online survey was printed on the mail survey. A copy of the mailed survey can be found 

in Appendix A.  

 

A total of 416 paper surveys were returned by mail; 101 online surveys were submitted, 

for a total of 517 completed surveys. This results in an overall response rate of 40%. 

This is comparable to return rates from the 2007 survey (42.6%) and 2011 survey 

(47.3%). These response rates are above the average for community surveys, which 

usually yield rates of <25%. 

  

Paper vs. Electronic Surveys 

 

The results were analyzed to determine if the online version and paper version differed 

in any way. The only differences found were in the number of questions answered. 

Paper respondents left significantly more questions unanswered as compared to online 
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respondents. This is likely due to the fact that the online survey required answers for 

most of the questions in order for the respondent to move ahead to the next page.  

Paper respondents were also more likely to respond in ways that weren’t clear. For 

example, in several surveys (more than a dozen), respondents answered question 23 

(“What is your gender?”) by marking both “Female” and “Male”. It is likely that s/he was 

answering for the entire household, so perhaps it should be made more clear in the 

future whether the expectation is one survey per household or one per resident. In any 

case, checking both genders is not an option in the online version, allowing for more 

clarity in that respect. Encouraging online participation in the future would be beneficial 

for more reliable data; however, having both options assures maximum participation.   

 

Data Collection and Analysis 

 

The data from the survey were collected and analyzed by an Assistant Professor from 

George Williams College with doctoral training in assessment and research 

methodology. Two interested students were also involved in the project; one was paid 

on a grant from Aurora University and the other received course credit (independent 

study) for her involvement. Both students were senior Applied Psychology majors at 

George Williams College of Aurora University. 

 

The online survey was developed using a Williams Bay Businesses Association Google 

account. Responses were submitted via Google Forms, which automatically compiled 

data into a Google Sheets spreadsheet. Paper surveys were entered by hand to the 

existing Google Sheets document and then transposed to IBM’s SPSS (Statistical 

Package for Social Science) program for analysis. All graphs/charts included in this 

report were produced using SPSS. All tables were produced using Google Docs. 

 

2011 and 2007 Comparisons 

 

Most questions on the 2017 survey were also asked in the 2011 and 2007 versions of 

the survey, including questions about the following: 

● Familiarity with the WBBA 

● Village event awareness/attendance 

● Types of new businesses preferred 

● Where commercial/retail development should take place 

● How the village should improve the appearance of downtown 

● Which types of economic development should be encouraged 

● The ideal population of the village 

● Types of residential growth preferred 
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● Strengths of the Williams Bay School District 

● Participation in recreational activities 

● Improvements to recreational facilities 

● Satisfaction with life in Williams Bay 

● Reasons for living in Williams bay 

● Demographic information (months of residence, age, length of residence, 

education level, gender) 

 

Additional survey items included in 2017 were three questions about the perceptions of 

Williams Bay’s identity, a question about a current concern regarding the safety of 

children walking to school along Theatre Road, and a question asking respondents how 

they find out about events in the village. 

 

As in the past, the survey included space for respondents to include “other comments or 

suggestions”, which are included in Appendix L.  

 

Interpretation of Survey Data 

 

It is important to remember that the respondents to the survey are a subgroup of the 

residents of the village at large, and sampling error, when those who respond to the 

survey do not reflect the demographics of the whole population, can limit the types of 

conclusions that can be drawn from the data. The report notes areas of concern when it 

comes to sampling error. 
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Demographic Results 
 

Demographic information is reported below in three ways. First, the demographic 

results of the 2017 Community Survey are presented. Second, a comparison is shown 

between the demographic information of the 2017 respondents and those who 

responded to the 2007 and 2011 surveys. Finally, a comparison is made to the 

demographics of Williams Bay according to the 2010 Census Data of the U.S. 

Government (when available). Census data can serve as a check as to how similar any 

given sample is to the overall population, which helps to determine the extent to which 

the results are generalizable.  
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Respondent Gender (Question 23) 

 

Respondents for 2017 were 190 males and 285 females, resulting in a sample that is 

60% female, 40% male. 

 

 
 

Previous Surveys 

 

The 2017 gender balance is quite different than previous surveys (see bar chart below). 

Although always a majority female, the margin was much closer in 2007 (50.3% female) 

and 2011 (52% female).  
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Census Data 

 

As seen in the chart below, the 2010 census shows the population of Williams Bay to be 

51.8% female.  

 

 
Conclusion 

 

Sixty percent of the Williams Bay Community Survey respondents for 2017 were female. 

Compared to previous surveys as well as the demographics reported in the latest 

census, this is not a fully representative sample of the village’s gender composition. 

Results should be interpreted with this in mind.  
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Respondent Age (Question 20) 

 

Respondents were asked, “Beginning with yourself, please list the ages of those living in 

your household”. Based on the first age listed, 2017 respondents’ mean age was 58.59 

years. At the household level, using all ages entered, the most populated age brackets 

were 60-69 (22.8%), 50-59 (18.6%) and under 18 (13.71%). 

 

 
 

Previous Surveys 

 

The current mean age of 58.59 is virtually unchanged when compared to respondents in 

2007 and 2011 (see chart below). 

Age 

Survey Year  2017 2011 2007 

Average age 58.59  58.38 57.74 

 

Census Data 

 

U.S. Census Data from 2010 report the mean age of Williams Bay residents as 48.2.  

 

Conclusion 

 

The average age of those who have respond to the Williams Bay Community survey in 

the past 10 years has remained consistently around age 58, which is about 10 years 

older than the average Williams Bay resident.  
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Level of Education (Question 22) 

 

Respondents were asked to indicate the highest educational level attained in their 

household. As seen in the chart below, 46% of respondents have a bachelor’s degree, 

29% have a master’s degree, and 10% have earned doctorate degrees. 

 

   
Previous Surveys 

 

Data from 2007 and 2011 show that the household level of education has remained 

relatively consistent amongst survey responders. A comparison chart is shown below. 
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Census Data 

 

According to the 2010 Census data, about 25% of the US population have obtained 

college degrees (18% bachelor’s, 6% master’s, 1% doctoral). Williams Bay households 

are much more highly educated compared to the average American household.  

 

Conclusion 

 

2017 respondents’ household attained education levels are high, with over 85% having a 

degree at the bachelor’s level or higher. This is consistent with the data collected in the 

2007 and 2011 community surveys. Williams Bay is a community with significantly 

higher education levels when compared to national data.  

 

Length of Residence (Question 21) 

 

Respondents were asked to indicate how long they have lived in Williams Bay. Results 

from 2017 are in the table below, with the most popular response highlighted. More 

than one third of respondents have been living in the village for more than 20 years.  

 

How long have you lived in Williams Bay? 

 

Option Percent 

Less than 1 year 6% 

1 to 5 years 20% 

6 to 10 years 11% 

11 to 15 years 13% 

15 to 20 years 15% 

More than 20 years 35% 

 

Previous Surveys 

 

Results from 2011 and 2007 are shown below for comparison. Highest response rates 

have always come from the “More than 20 years” residents, while lowest response rates 

come from the residents who have lived in the village for less than one year, although 

their response rate increased in 2017. Responses from residents who have lived in the 
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village for 6 to 10 years have decreased, while responses from residents living in the 

village from 15 to 20 years have increased.  

 

How long have you lived in Williams Bay?

 
Conclusion 

 

Those residents who have lived in Williams Bay the longest continue to be most likely to 

respond to the community survey. Those who have resided in the village for less than a 

year remain the least likely to fill out the survey. They may not feel they have lived in the 

village long enough to have set opinions on local issues. 

 

It is worth noting that in 2007, those who responded in the 6 to 10 year category may be 

the same individuals who are responding in the 15 to 20 year category in 2017. If so, the 

decreased rate of responding in the 6 to 10 year category and increase in the 15 to 20 

year category could suggest that this cohort of residents are particularly engaged and 

eager to give feedback in the community survey.  

 

Months per Year Residency (Question 19) 

 

The chart below shows that 71% of respondents live in Williams Bay 12 months out of 

the year, 6% for 9 months out of the year, 11% for 6 months out of the year, and 6% who 

live in the village 3 months out of the year. About 7% of respondents chose “other”.  
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Previous Surveys 

 

Although the majority of respondents have always been 12-month residents, there has 

been a slight decrease compared to 2007 and 2011. There has been a slight increase in 

respondents who live in Williams Bay 6 months out of the year (see chart below). 

 

 
Conclusion 

 

Most survey respondents report living in Williams Bay (71%) full-time. Village data 

approximates 49.2% of all Williams Bay residents are full-time. Therefore, it seems year-

round residents are more likely to complete the survey, as they may be the most 

invested in the village’s ongoing day-to-day affairs.  
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Demographic Conclusions 
 

Results of the survey should be interpreted with caution with regard to two 

characteristics of the sample. First, sixty percent of respondents to the 2017 survey 

were female. The past surveys’ respondents have been closer to the actual gender 

makeup of Williams Bay (52% female, 48% male), according to the U.S. Census from 

2010. Second, the average respondent to the 2017 survey is an average of 10 years 

older than the average resident of Williams Bay, which is consistent with the age of 

respondents from surveys past.  

 

The rest of the demographic results converge with past surveys. The average 

respondent has lived in Williams Bay for more than 20 years and is more likely to live in 

Williams Bay year round as compared to village residents as a whole. Residents of 

Williams Bay have an extremely high level of education as compared to the national 

average, and this is also reflected in the data collected from 2017 respondents.  
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Survey Results 
 

1) Familiarity with the Williams Bay Business Association 

 

Question 1 inquired whether the respondent was familiar with the WBBA. As seen 

below, 51% said “yes”, compared to 52% in 2011 and 46% in 2007. Awareness of the 

WBBA has remained fairly consistent; around half of respondents are familiar.   

  

Are you familiar with the Williams Bay Business Association? 

 
 

2) Familiarity with Community Events 

 

In Question 2, respondents indicated their familiarity with nine local events by choosing 

all that applied from the following: “I am aware of this event”, “I have attended this 

event”, “I plan to attend this event again”.  Results are presented in the chart below. The 

top three responses in each column are highlighted. 

 

 
 

Event 

“I am aware 
of this 
event” 

“I have 
attended 

this event” 

“I plan to 
attend this 

event again” 

No Answer 

Day in the Bay  32.7% 9.5% 15.7% 42.2% 

Chili Cook-off  36.6% 8.5% 14.7% 40.2% 

Pancake Day  32.3% 19.1% 37.5% 11% 

Chicken Roast  23.8% 19.1% 41.8% 15.3% 
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Music by the Lake  36.8% 16.2% 32.5% 14.5% 

Corn and Brat Festival 15.5% 19.5% 55.3% 9.7% 

Triathlon  54.8% 9.5% 12.2% 23.5% 

Boo in the Bay  48.5% 10.8% 11.6% 29.0% 

Santa Cause Cruise  44.7% 4.9% 13.6% 36.8% 

 

Conclusion 

 

Results indicate highest familiarity with the Triathlon, followed by Boo in the Bay, and 

the Santa Cause Cruise.  

 

The Corn and Brat Festival, Pancake Day, and Chicken Roast were most selected as the 

events respondents have attended and plan to attend again.  

 

Previous Surveys 

 

Two of the nine events were included in the survey distributed 5 years ago. In 

comparing the 2011 and 2017 survey results, it seems awareness of Day in the Bay 

decreased, while awareness of Boo in the Bay has increased. See graphs below.  

 

Day in the Bay 

 

Boo in the Bay 
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3) New Businesses in Williams Bay 

 

Question 3 asked respondents to indicate what types of new businesses they would like 

to see come to Williams Bay. They were allowed to check multiple options. The chart 

below presents the 2017 results from the most to least popular options. Appendix B 

includes suggestions written into the “Other” category on the survey. 

 

What types of new businesses would you like to see come to Williams Bay? 

 

Business % who favor 2017 % who favor 2011 % who favor 2007 

Restaurants 58% 34% 48% 

Grocery Stores 48% 49% 56% 

Specialty Shops 47% 36% 38% 

Coffee Shops 37% 22% 24% 

Local Artisans 37% + + 

Bar and Grills 29% 13% 16% 

Recreational Services 26% 21% + 

Antique Stores 23% 18% 14% 

Clothing Stores 19% 23% 20% 

Senior Housing 11% 11% + 

Medical Services 11% 11% 6% 

Lodges 7% 5% + 

Banks 7% 1% 1% 

Salons/Spas 6% 3% 0% 

Legal Services 5% 3% 3% 

Resort Hotels 5% 7% 8% 

Gas Stations 3% 13% 43% 

Big Box Stores 3% 5% + 

+This option was not included for this particular year. 
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Previous Surveys 

 

Respondents have favored restaurants, grocery stores, and specialty shops. The desire 

for restaurants and specialty shops has increased since 2011. In contrast, the desire for 

gas stations has dropped from 43% in 2007 to 3% in the current survey. Residents may 

feel this concern has been addressed, as the number of gas stations in Williams Bay 

has increased in the past 10 years.  

 

Conclusion 

 

As in the past, survey respondents indicate their desire for restaurants and grocery 

stores in Williams Bay. They are also interested in specialty shops.  

 

4) Preferred Location for Commercial/Retail Development 

 

Survey respondents were asked “If additional commercial/retail development were to 

take place, in which direction should it be encouraged?” They were asked to provide 

their level of (dis)agreement with regard to five possible areas for development. The 

same questions were asked in 2011, so graphs include both years for comparison1. 

 

4a) Highway 67 north to Highway 50 was a favorable location for development by 

respondents in 2011 and shows some increased agreeability in 2017 participants.  

 

 

                                                
1Similar questions were asked in 2007, but the report lacks exact numbers for comparison. General 
results from 2007 are included in the “Previous Surveys” section on pg. 22.  
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4b) Theatre Road north to Highway 50 is a mostly unfavorable location for respondents 

from 2011 and 2017. However, 2017 respondents were significantly more likely to 

increase in how much they “somewhat agree” with this location for development.  

 

 
4c) The East Geneva Street from the lakefront to Highway 502 produced split opinions, 

although opinion is overall unfavorable. Disagreement is stronger in 2017 than 2011. 

 

 

                                                
2 Wording in 2011 survey was “Cedar Point Drive East to Highway 50”. 
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4d) Highway 67 from Theatre Road west to Highway F is also somewhat split, but 

mostly favorable, and relatively similar between 2011 and 2017 respondents. 

 

 
4e) Downtown Williams Bay remains a favorable option for respondents from 2011 and 

2017 in terms of further development. 
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Previous Surveys  

 

For comparison purposes, the options “strongly agree” and “somewhat agree” were 

combined and considered favorable opinions. Two areas remain the most popular for 

development: Downtown Williams Bay and Highway 67 north to the intersection with 

Highway 50 (see chart below). The 2007 survey report summarizes the results but does 

not provide exact numbers. However, the following passages suggest that 2007 results 

are similar to the current findings:  “62.4% of the respondents either agreed or strongly 

agreed that commercial and retail development should take place on the Highway 67 

corridor from the current downtown up to Highway 50.” Also in the 2007 report, “63.1% 

of respondents agree or strongly agree that, if additional commercial/retail 

development is going to take place, it should occur in downtown Williams Bay”.  

 

2017 respondents do seem more open to development on Theatre Road as compared 

to five years ago, but it remains one of the least favorable options.  
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Conclusion 

 

It appears that in all three surveys over the past 10 years, the areas that respondents 

would be most open to commercial/retail development are downtown Williams Bay and 

Highway 67 north to Highway 50. 

 

5) Improving Downtown Williams Bay   

 

Respondents were asked how the village of Williams Bay should improve the 

appearance of the downtown. Nine options were provided, including “nothing at all”, as 

well as an “Other” choice where respondents could write in their own answers. They 

were told to “check all that apply”. 

 

As seen in the chart below, more than half of respondents want to encourage new 

businesses, which was the most popular answer. Planting landscaping and improving 

facades were the second and third most selected options. Appendix C  includes 

suggestions written into the “Other” category on the survey. 

 

How should the Village of Williams Bay improve the appearance of downtown?  

 

Option % in favor 2017 % in favor 2011 # in favor 2007 

Encourage new businesses 56% 57% 51% 

Plant landscaping 44% 45% 60% 

Improve facades 31% 27% 34% 

Improve sidewalks 21% 28% 33% 

Improve lighting 18% 28% 32% 

Reroute Highway 67 15% 22% 9%* 

Nothing at all 13% 11% 11% 

Increase parking 12% 22% 24% 

Improve signage 9% + + 

*2007 survey was worded “Reroute streets” +Option not included in 2007 and 2011 
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Previous Surveys  

 

The top two choices, encouraging new businesses and planting landscaping, have 

remained consistent throughout the three surveys. Improvement to facades was not 

quite as important to respondents in 2011, when improving sidewalks and lighting were 

chosen at an equal rate.  

 

There has been a decrease in the desire for improved lighting over the past ten years, 

particularly since the 2011 survey. This is likely because, in response to the 2011 

results, the WBBA has supported the village in improving lighting. 

 

Respondents have also decreased their desire for increased parking, which may 

indicate they are more content with the availability of parking as compared to past 

years.   

 

Conclusion 

 

Respondents continue to be interested in encouraging new businesses in order to 

improve the appearance of downtown Williams Bay. They would also like to see 

landscaping planted downtown as well as improvement in building facades.  

 

6) Encouraging Economic Development in Williams Bay 

  

Respondents were asked about which types of economic development should be 

encouraged in the village of Williams Bay. They were told to “check all that apply”.  

 

As seen highlighted in the chart below, the three most selected answers were food and 

beverage, retail sales, and tourism. Appendix D includes suggestions written into the 

“Other” category on the survey. 

 

In which of the following areas should the Village encourage economic development?  

 

Option % in favor 2017 % in favor 2011 # in favor 2007 

Food and Beverage 57% 33% + 

Retail Sales 41% 49% 51% 

Tourism 34% 39% 28% 
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Skilled crafts 23% 24% 24% 

Professional services 19% 23% 25% 

Service industry 16% 20% 20% 

Nothing 15% 13% 21% 

Light industry 11% 21% 12% 

Housing 10% 10% + 

Manufacturing 3% 8% 4% 

+These options were not included in 2007 

 

Previous Surveys 

 

There has been a large increase between 2011 and 2017  in the percentage of 

respondent who would like more food and beverage development. This was not 

included in the survey in 2007. Retail sales and tourism continue to be top options 

across all three surveys.  

 

Conclusion 

 

More than half of respondents would like to see the village encourage economic 

development in food and beverage, which is almost double the interest in this area 

since 2011. Retail sales and tourism continue to be popular choices.  

 

7) Ideal Population of Williams Bay 

 

Respondents were asked what they viewed to be the ideal number of people living in 

Williams Bay. They were provided with the current population (2500) as an option, but 

could also indicate a preference for a small, moderate, or large amount of growth.  

 

Results indicate that 47% of respondents prefer the population to stay near 2500, 38% 

would like a population closer to 3000, 14% chose 5000, and 1% chose more than 5000.  

 

Previous Surveys 

 

As seen in the comparison below, a greater proportion of 2017 respondents desire 

Williams Bay to remain near its current population as compared to 2007 and 2011. 

Growing over 5000 is still not a popular idea for most respondents.  
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*Note: “4000” was not included as an option in 2017.  

 

8) Residential Growth in Williams Bay 

 

Question 8 asked about what type of residential growth respondents would like to see 

encouraged by the village. They were instructed to “check all that apply”. Appendix E 

includes suggestions written into the “Other” category on the survey. 

 

Results indicate that single family homes are by far the most preferred option in terms 

of residential growth.  

 

 What type of residential growth should the Village of Williams Bay encourage? 

 

Option % in favor 2017 % in favor 2011 % in favor 2007 

Single family homes 61% 65% 67% 

Townhomes 24% + + 

Senior living* 22% 23% 19% 

Condominiums 21% 21% 25% 
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None 20% 23% 25% 

Vacation homes** 18% 23% + 

Apartments 6% + + 

* In 2007, worded as “Elderly housing”, **In 2007, worded as “Seasonal housing”, 

 +This option was not included for this particular year. 

 

Previous Surveys 

 

Single family homes were most favored in 2011 and 2007 as well as the current survey. 

The second most preferred residential option in 2017 was townhomes, which was not 

included in previous surveys. It is worth noting that over time, between one-fifth and one 

quarter of respondents prefer no residential growth at all (“None” = 20-25%) 

 

Conclusion 

 

If residential growth is to occur in Williams Bay, respondents overwhelmingly prefer it to 

be single family homes. This has remained consistent over the period of time the WBBA 

has conducted a community survey. 

 

9) Strengths of the Williams Bay School District 

 

Question 9 was about the Williams Bay School District. Respondents were given 

choices about what the WBSD does well and were instructed to “check all that apply”. 

Appendix F includes comments that were written into the “Other” section. Respondents 

feel that the Williams Bay School District’s strengths are preparing students for 

advanced degrees, teaching math skills, and promoting respect for others.  

 

What does the Williams Bay School District do well? 

 

Option % respondents 
2017 

% respondents 
2011 

Prepare students for advanced degrees 36% 47% 

Solid math skills 33% 44% 

Respect others 32% 36% 

Lifelong learning habits 29% 35% 
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Citizenship 29% 35% 

Learn how to learn 28% 36% 

Form healthy lifelong habits 25% 27% 

Prepare students to take tests 24% 41% 

Basic scientific principles 22% 33% 

Meet special needs 20% 29% 

Develop job skills 20% 22% 

Solid reading skills + 36% 

+This option was not included for this particular year. 

 

Previous Surveys 

 

The 2007 survey did not include a question about the Williams Bay School District, but 

results from the 2017 survey mostly converge with results from 2011. There is 

agreement about the school district doing well in preparing students for advanced 

degrees and developing students’ math skills.  

 

In comparison to 2011, there was a drop in every area in terms of the percentage of 

respondents who viewed each option as a strength. Most notably, the school district’s 

ability to prepare students to take tests was selected as a strength by 41% of 

respondents, but only 24% chose this option in 2017. Other significant drops include 

preparation for advanced degrees and developing math skills. Although these were the 

two options most selected in 2017, the percentages were still much lower than 2011.   

 

Conclusion 

 

It is worth noting that for most questions on the survey, an average of 500 people 

responded. For this School District question, number 9, only 374 responded, which is 

72% of those surveyed. Many respondents skipped this question and wrote in that they 

did not have familiarity with the school district. 

 

Another important factor is that the 2017 and 2011 surveys were distributed to slightly 

different populations. The current 2017 survey was mailed to all post office mailing 

addresses in the village. The 2011 survey was sent to Williams Bay residents and those 

township residents that are in the Williams Bay School District. 
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Overall, respondents feel that the Williams Bay School District prepares students for 

advanced degrees, cultivates strong math skills, and encourages respect for others. 

However, there was an overall decrease in the percentage of respondents who viewed 

any of the listed areas as strengths.  

 

10) Participation in Recreational Activities 

 

Question 10 inquired about the type of recreational activities that respondents and their 

families enjoy. They were instructed to “check all that apply”. Appendix G includes the 

answers that were written in the “Other” section. 

 

The top answers include walking/hiking (91% selected this option), boating, and 

Kishwauketoe visits. 

  

In which of the following recreational activities do you and your family participate? 

 

Option % respondents 2017 % respondents 2011 % respondents 2007 

Walking/hiking 91% 89% 88% 

Boating 65% 57% 60% 

Kishwauketoe visits 57% 27%* 29%* 

Walking pets 51% 46% 45% 

Bicycling 51% 48% 52% 

Fishing 44% 40% 44% 

Bird/nature watching 43% 36% 43% 

Picnics 41% 30% 42% 

Golf 40% 42% 50% 

Kayaking 36% + + 

Sledding 27% 27% 23% 

Jogging 24% 23% 22% 

Paddle boarding 22% + + 

Nature programs 21% 18% 20% 
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Ice skating 16% 16% 16% 

Tennis 16% 15% 17% 

Basketball 14% 16% 17% 

Cross country skiing 13% 18% 18% 

Snowmobiling/ATV 8% 14% 8% 

Horseback riding 7% 9% 11% 

Frisbee golf 7% 4% 4% 

Rollerblading 2% 5% 7% 

*This option was worded “Nature center visits” on the 2007 and 2011 surveys 
+This option was not included for this particular year 

 

Previous Surveys 

 

The top two activities over time have consistently been walking/hiking and boating. 

Kishwauketoe visits was not an option on past surveys; although there was a “nature 

center visits” option, it was not highly endorsed, possibly because it did not specifically 

reference Kishwauketoe. Bicycling was the third most popular activity in 2011 and 2007, 

which remained a popular activity in 2017 respondents as well. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Over 90% of respondents reported that they engage in walking/hiking. Nearly two-thirds 

of respondents reported engaging in boating. Visits to Kishwauketoe were reported by 

over half of respondents. 

 

11) Additions/Improvements to Recreational Activities 

 

Question 11 asked about additions or improvements to various recreational activities. 

They were instructed to “Check all that apply”. Appendix H includes the answers that 

were written in the “Other” section. 

 

The top three suggestions for additions/improvements to recreational activities were 

bicycling routes/paths, hiking trails, and parks/playgrounds.  
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To which of the following would you like the Village to add or make improvements? 

 

Option % respondents 
2017 

% respondents 
2011 

% respondents 2007 

Bicycling routes/paths 48% 53% 63% 

Hiking trails 34% 30% 41% 

Parks/playgrounds 33% 27% 41% 

Swimming/beach 31% 23% 29% 

Toboggan/sledding hills 26% 28% 25% 

Picnic areas 24% 16% 27% 

Ice skating rinks 21% 21% 20% 

Boating access 21% 19% 22% 

Tennis/basketball courts 17% 8% 14% 

Soccer fields 8% 7% 9% 

Base/softball fields 7% 8% 15% 

Snowmobile/ATV trails 6% 9% 5% 

Horseback riding trails 6% 6% 6% 

 

Previous Surveys 

 

The top three suggestions for 2017 were exactly the same as 2007’s survey results and 

very close to the top suggestions for 2011. The only difference is that in 2011, the 

toboggan/sledding hills option was selected slightly more than parks/playgrounds. 

 

Although bicycling routes/paths continues to be the most selected option, the number 

of respondents who thought there needed to be additions/improvements in this area 

has steadily decreased, from 63% in 2007 to 53% in 2011, to the current 48%. In fact, 

bicycling routes have been improved since the 2007 survey and a bike lane was added 

along Hwy 67/Geneva Street since the 2011 survey.  

 

There is a similar pattern of decreased concern for both hiking trails and 

parks/playgrounds.  
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Conclusion 

 

Respondents would like additions/improvements to bicycling routes/paths, hiking trails, 

and parks/playgrounds. This reflects the same top concerns from previously conducted 

two surveys; however, the percentage of those concerned has lowered, which may 

reflect changes that have been made between surveys.  

 

The desire for more/better hiking and bike trails supports the findings from Question 10, 

in which respondents indicated high participation in those activities. 

 

12) Satisfaction With Quality of Life in Williams Bay 

 

Answers to the question “How satisfied are you with the quality of life in Williams Bay?” 

were overwhelmingly positive, with 96% of respondents being “Very satisfied” (78.1%) or 

“Somewhat satisfied” (17.9%). Only 3.4% reported being “Somewhat dissatisfied” (1.8%) 

or “Very dissatisfied” (1.6%). See chart below.  

  

 
Previous Surveys 

 

In all three surveys conducted in the past 10 years, satisfaction with quality of life is 

very high in Williams Bay. The 2017 results show the highest satisfaction levels yet.  
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Conclusion 

 

Respondents to the survey report exceedingly high satisfaction with their quality of life 

over the 10 year period it has been measured.  

 

13. Reasons to Live in Williams Bay  

 

Question 13 asked respondents to indicate why they chose to live in Williams Bay. They 

were given several options and instructed to “Check all that apply”. Appendix I includes 

the answers that were written in the “Other” section. 

 

The most popular reasons to live in Williams Bay include the lake (80%) and quality of 

life (70%). Village atmosphere (51%) and natural areas (50%) were also popular 

reasons. 
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Why did you choose to live in Williams Bay?      

   

 
Previous Surveys 

 

The 2017 results show the same pattern as previous years, with most people living in 

Williams Bay because of the lake, the quality of life, the village atmosphere, and natural 

areas.  

 

The option “Retirement” was not included in 2007 or 2011, but when it was added in 

2017, it was chosen by 25% of respondents. See results compared across the past 10 

years in the chart below.  
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Conclusion 

 

As in past years, survey respondents report choosing to live in Williams Bay for the lake, 

the quality of life, the village atmosphere, and natural areas.  

 

14-16. Williams Bay’s Identity 

 

Three open ended questions about the village’s identity were included. The most 

common words respondents used can be seen below. The full set of responses can be 

found in Appendix J. These questions were not included in previous years’ surveys. 

 

Responses indicate that community members seem to view Williams Bay’s small size 

and proximity to the lake as central the village’s identity. They also frequently used the 

words friendly, quaint, and community to describe Williams Bay. Another common 

theme was describing Williams Bay in contrast to Lake Geneva, usually depicting 

Williams Bay as quieter, less touristy, and more friendly.  

 

The general themes did not differ much whether the question was about what Williams 

Bay’s current identity is, what its identity should be, or what others perceive to be the 

identity of Williams Bay. Overall perceptions converge on the concept of a small 

town/village that is quiet, friendly, close to the lake, and not as busy as Lake Geneva.  
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14. What is your perception of the Village of Williams Bay’s current identity? 

 

Word Frequency 

town 113 

small 105 

lake 79 

quiet 56 

village 50 

Geneva 50 

community 44 

friendly 35 

place 31 

nice 29 

 

Sample Responses:  

“Small cozy village, friendly w/ great lake access, activities.” 

“The quiet village on Lake Geneva.” 

“Quiet community on a beautiful lake.” 

 

15. What do you think Williams Bay’s identity should be? 

 

Word Frequency 

small 81 

town 65 

village 37 

lake 36 

quiet 31 

community 26 
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friendly 25 

place 24 

quaint 21 

Geneva 18 

 

Sample Responses: 

“Quiet small town” 

“A quaint small town” 

“Small, quiet village on the lake away from the Lake Geneva tourists.” 

 

16. What do you think others currently perceive Williams Bay’s identity to be? 

 

Word Frequency 

town 59 

lake 53 

small 43 

Geneva 36 

place 34 

live 29 

nice 20 

quiet 18 

village 18 

people 18 

 

Sample Responses 

“small town residential lake community” 

“A nice quiet village of the shores of Geneva Lake” 

“Beautiful small town on a great lake.” 
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17. Finding Out about Village Events 

 

Question 17 was added in the 2017 survey to find out how respondents get information 

about events in the village. Appendix K includes written responses from the “Other” 

category. 

 

Most respondents reported getting news about village events via local signage, word-of-

mouth, or a newspaper.  

 

 
18. Theatre Road Safety Concerns  

 

In the 2017 survey, a question was included to gauge concern about the safety of 

children walking to school on Theatre Road. Since the new elementary school was built 

in 2016, more children from the subdivisions off Theatre Road may be walking to 

school. The question included five possible solutions for improvement, to which 

respondents could answer “Yes- Change Needed”, “Nice to Have”, “Prefer No Change”, 

or “No Opinion (unaware)”. Results are presented for each option first, then comparing 

the five options in terms of favorability. Appendix L includes the comments written in 

the “Other” section (along with all comments from #24).  
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18. How do you feel about Theatre Road safety concerns for children walking to school 

and what do you feel should be changed (if anything)? 

 

Option a) Reduce speed limit 

 

Most respondents (35%) prefer no change to the speed limit on Theatre Road, although 

17% believe the change is needed. Many (39%) had no opinion about this option.  

 

 
Option b) Add diagonal lines for walk area on side of road to visually warn drivers 

 

There do not seem to be strong opinions about adding diagonal lines for the walk area 

on the side of the road. This is suggested by the fact that 43% of respondents indicated 

having  no opinion on this option, but also due to a roughly equal number of people 

feeling there should be a change (19%), that it would be nice to  have (21%), and that the 

change is not needed (17%). 
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Option c) Add rumble strips in main road to slow down and alert drivers 

 

Most respondents are not in favor of adding rumble strips in the main road; only 11% 

indicated it would be nice to have or that the change is needed. 33% of respondents 

prefer no change, and 46% have no opinion.  

 

 
Option d) Add rumble strips on side road to alert going off main road 

 

Most respondents (49%) do not prefer adding rumble strips on the side road to alert 

drivers going off the main road. Only 10% believe this change is needed, 13% believe it 

would be nice to have, while 28% have no opinion.  
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Option e) Construct sidewalk/bike path on east side of Theatre Road 

 

Constructing a sidewalk/bike path on the east side of Theatre Road is the most 

favorable option among respondents, with 31% saying the change is needed. 15% 

believe it would be nice to have, 35% have no opinion, and 20% prefer no change.  

 

 
Conclusion 

 

The most favorable option for Theatre Road is constructing a sidewalk/bike path, with 

31% of respondents preferring this option. See chart for a comparison of all options.  

 

How do you feel about Theatre Road safety concerns for children walking to school and 

what do you feel should be changed (if anything)? 
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Summary of the 2017 Community Survey 

 
The following summary is intended to provide a snapshot of the results from the 2017 

Community Survey distributed by the Williams Bay Business Association. 

 

Demographics 

 

● The average respondent has lived in Williams Bay for more than 20 years. 

● Although approximately 50% of Williams Bay residents are full-time, 71% of those 

who respond to the survey are full-time residents.  

● More females than males answered the survey.  

● The average age of respondents is 59 and respondents are mostly college 

educated.  

● In comparison with the 2010 Census of the U.S. Government, there seems to be 

an over-representation of female respondents, and respondents are about 10 

years older than the average Williams Bay resident. 

 
Awareness/Involvement 

 

● About half of respondents are aware of the Williams Bay Business Association.  

● There is a high level of awareness of the following community events: the 

Triathlon, Boo in the Bay, and the Santa Cause Cruise. 

● Community events with the highest reported attendance are the Corn and Brat 

Festival, Chicken Roast, and Pancake Day; these are also the top three events 

that respondents plan to attend again.  

● Families in Williams Bay are most involved in the following recreational activities: 

walking/hiking, boating, and visiting Kishwauketoe Nature Conservancy 

● Respondents find out about village events through local signage, word-of-mouth, 

and newspapers. 

 

Improvement/Growth 

 

● Most respondents prefer that Williams Bay’s population remain around its 

current population of 2500, with some support for a small amount of growth (up 

to 3000) 

● The types of new businesses that respondents would like to see come to 

Williams Bay are restaurants, grocery stores, and specialty shops.  
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● In terms of economic growth, respondents support encouraging food and 

beverage, retail sales, and tourism.  

● In the event of additional commercial/retail development, the areas most 

favorable for growth are downtown Williams Bay and Highway 67 north to the 

intersection with Highway 50. 

● In terms of residential growth, respondents support encouraging single family 

homes.  

● Respondents believe that the downtown’s appearance could be improved 

through encouragement of new businesses, planting landscaping, and improving 

building facades. 

● The recreational facilities that respondents would most like to see improved or 

added are those related to hiking, bicycling, as well as parks and playgrounds 

 

School District 

 

● Respondents believe that the school district does a good job in preparing 

students for advanced degrees, developing math skills, and teaching respect for 

others. 

● In order to address concerns about the safety of children walking to school, the 

most popular proposed solution for Theatre Road is to add a sidewalk or bike 

path along the east side of the road.  

 

Identity of Williams Bay 

 

● When asked to provide ideas about Williams Bay’s identity, the most common 

themes were related to its small size, quiet atmosphere, and proximity to the 

lake.  

 

Life in Williams Bay  

 

● Overall satisfaction with the quality of life in Williams Bay is extremely high. 

● Most respondents live in Williams Bay because of the lake, the quality of life, and 

the village atmosphere.  
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Comparison to 2007 and 2011 Community Surveys 
 

The Williams Bay Community Survey distributed by the WBBA in 2017 included many 

questions that were asked approximately five and ten years ago in the 2007 and 2011 

community surveys. This allows for a longitudinal look at trends in the demographics, 

opinions, and attitudes of those who complete the surveys. The following outlines the 

similarities and differences throughout time since the surveys began.  

 

Demographics 

 

● In 2007 and 2011, respondents were fairly evenly split by gender. In 2017, 60% of 

the respondents were female.  

● Demographics of respondents have remained consistent over time in terms of 

resident status, age, length of residence and education level. 

 
Awareness/Involvement 

 

● Familiarity with the WBBA has remained consistent over time. 

● The community events that were surveyed in both 2011 and 2017 are Day in the 

Bay and Boo in the Bay. Awareness for Day in the Bay has decreased from 44% in 

2011 to 33% in 2017. Awareness for Boo in the Bay has increased from 42% in 

2011 to 49% in 2017. 

● Families in Williams Bay continue to be most involved in the following 

recreational activities: walking/hiking and boating. Bicycling was 3rd most 

popular in 2007 and 2011, but visiting Kishwauketoe Nature Conservancy, added 

to the 2017 survey, surpassed bicycling in popularity. 

 

Improvement/Growth 

 

● Respondents continue to show a preference for little to no growth of Williams 

Bay’s population. 

● The desire for restaurants and specialty shops has increased consistently over 

time. Support for a grocery store remains strong. Gas stations are no longer a 

priority, only being selected by 3% of 2017 respondents as compared to 43% of 

respondents in 2007. 

● In terms of economic development, respondents have grown in their support for 

food and beverage growth, while remaining consistent in their interest in retail 

and tourism. 
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● The most favorable locations for growth over the past ten years continue to be 

downtown Williams Bay and Highway 67 north to the intersection with Highway 

50. 

● Respondents have consistently shown support for residential growth in the form 

of single family homes as compared to other options. 

● Throughout the survey responses, the top suggestions for improving downtown’s 

appearance are through encouragement of new businesses and planting 

landscaping. Improving building facades has increased in concern recently, while 

there has been a decrease in concern over lighting and parking availability.  

● Although respondents still rank bicycling routes/paths as a top choice for 

recreational improvements, concern for these issues has decreased over time. 

There is a similar trend for hiking and parks/playgrounds.  

 

School District 

 

● Although respondents still believe that the school district does a good job in 

preparing students for advanced degrees and developing math skills, there has 

been a drop in those who endorse the positive attributes of the school district in 

all areas.  

 

Life in Williams Bay  

 

● Over time, satisfaction with the quality of life in Williams Bay has remained 

overwhelmingly high.  

● Respondents continue to cite the lake, quality of life, village atmosphere, and 

natural areas as the reason they reside in Williams Bay.  
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Conclusions and Recommendations 

 
When examined as a whole, the answers to the community survey allow for some clear 

conclusions to emerge. Respondents are very satisfied with life in Williams Bay and are 

therefore reluctant to see much change. However, they do provide some consensus on 

where they would like to see growth and change and what exactly makes their lives in 

Williams Bay so special. 

 

One point that is clear from the surveys is that Williams Bay residents are extremely 

satisfied with their quality of life. However, they are also eager to share their thoughts 

and suggestions for improvement. A 40% response rate to a community survey is much 

higher than average. Looking at the main reasons why people report living in Williams 

Bay -- the lake, village atmosphere, natural areas, quality of life -- it is obvious that 

keeping Williams Bay small, natural, and relatively quiet is important to residents. The 

recreational activities they participate in with their families reflect these values -- hiking, 

biking, and boating all align with residents’ desire to enjoy the natural beauty that 

Williams Bay has to offer. Therefore, maintaining access to and development of these 

activities is likely to keep people satisfied with their quality of life. 

 

With the reasons people live in Williams Bay being centered around its small size and 

proximity to nature, most residents are unsurprisingly not interested in population 

growth. Most indicate wanting the village’s population to remain around 2500 or 

potentially grow to around 3000. If residential development does occur, they prefer it to 

be in single family homes only. 

 

In terms of economic development, however, respondents seem more open. They 

support new businesses downtown to improve downtown’s appearance. When asked 

about economic development and the types of businesses they would like to see, they 

report interest in the food and beverage sector and a desire for restaurants and grocery 

stores. Taken together, it seems that more downtown restaurants would be supported 

by the local community. Development would also be supported along Highway 67 north 

to its connection with Highway 50.  

 

Of course, a survey’s reliability and validity depend entirely on how much those who 

respond represent the entire population. Respondents to the 2017 survey were skewed 

in terms of gender; more females responded as compared to the actual proportion of 

females in Williams Bay. Also, respondents are about 10 years older than the average 

resident (according to the U.S. 2010 Census, which also has reliability issues). As may 
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be expected, a greater proportion of respondents were full-time residents of Williams 

Bay (71%) as compared to the approximate full-time/part-time ratio (49.2% full-time, 

50.8% part-time). Respondents also tend to be those who have lived in Williams Bay for 

over 20 years. To increase reliability, it may be helpful to encourage participation from 

the younger, newer residents in future surveys, as well as part-time residents to see if 

their opinions differ.  

 

Providing an online survey and promoting its use may help tap into the segments of the 

population that participated in lower numbers. Online surveying also reduces errors. 

There seemed to be some confusion over whether one survey per household or one 

survey per resident was allowed. As a result, many households answered the mailed 

survey together, which caused some confusion for some of the questions (e.g., gender).  

 

The 2017 survey results highlight a few specific issues: opinions about Theatre Road 

safety issues, possible changes in attitudes about the Williams Bay School District, and 

the development of Williams Bay’s identity. 

 

With regard to Theatre Road, respondents prefer a sidewalk/bike path be built on the 

east side of the road in order to provide a safer way for children to walk to school. They 

are not in favor of adding rumble strips or reducing the speed limit on Theatre Road. 

 

Looking at attitudes over time about what the Williams Bay School District does well, a 

smaller proportion of respondents see the school district as developing the skills and 

opportunities provided as options. It may be advisable to investigate whether these 

results reflect a true trend or are simply a byproduct of sending surveys to a smaller 

subset of the district’s population in 2017. 

 

Finally, continued development of Williams Bay’s identity can proceed now that the 

community has given their feedback. Consensus is that the village is defined by its 

small size, quiet atmosphere, and access to natural beauty.  
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Appendix A 
Survey 

Williams Bay Business Association Survey 

The Williams Bay Business Association is in the process of gathering information to develop a 

strategic plan for the business community. Please help us by answering the following questions 

and returning this survey in the stamped envelope by August 10, 2017. Alternatively, you may 

take the survey online by going to https://tinyurl.com/kvsw655 

 

1.      Are you familiar with the Williams Bay Business Association? 

▭        Yes 

▭        No 

 2.      Which of the following village events are you familiar with? (Check all that apply) 

Event- Sponsor I am aware of 

this event 

I have attended 

this event 

I plan to attend 

this event again 

a. Day in the Bay - WBBA       

b. Chili Cook-off - Women’s Civic League       

c. Pancake Day - Lions       

d. Chicken Roast - Firemen       

e. Music by the Lake- GWC       

f. Corn and Brat Festival- Lions       

g. Triathlon – Lake Geneva Escape       

h. Boo in the Bay – WB Recreation 

Department 

      

i. Santa Cause Cruise – Gage Marine       
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3.      What types of new businesses would you like to see come to Williams Bay? (Check all 

that apply) 

▭        Resort hotels 

▭        Specialty shops 

▭        Grocery stores 

▭        Salons/Spas 

▭        Coffee shops 

▭        Senior housing 

▭        Local artisans 

▭        Lodges 

▭        Clothing stores 

▭        Banks 

▭        Bar and grills 

▭        Big Box stores 

▭        Legal services 

▭        Restaurants 

▭        Antique stores 

▭        Gas stations 

▭        Recreational services 

▭        Medical services

▭     Other(specify)___________________________________   
  

4.    If additional commercial/retail development were to take place, in which direction 

should it be encouraged? (Please check the best answer) 

 

a.      Highway 67 north to intersection with Highway 50 

▭      strongly agree      ▭      somewhat agree        ▭     somewhat disagree       ▭     strongly      disagree          ▭      no opinion 

  

b.      Theatre Road north to the intersection with Highway 50 

▭      strongly agree      ▭      somewhat agree        ▭     somewhat disagree       ▭     strongly      disagree          ▭      no opinion 

 

c.       East Geneva St. from lakefront to Highway 50 

▭      strongly agree      ▭      somewhat agree        ▭     somewhat disagree       ▭     strongly      disagree          ▭      no opinion 

 

d.      Highway 67 from Theatre Road west to the intersection with Highway F 

▭      strongly agree      ▭      somewhat agree        ▭     somewhat disagree       ▭     strongly      disagree          ▭      no opinion 

 

e.       Downtown Williams Bay 

▭      strongly agree      ▭      somewhat agree        ▭     somewhat disagree       ▭     strongly      disagree          ▭      no opinion 

 

5.  How should the Village of Williams Bay improve the appearance of the downtown? 

(Check all that apply) 

▭    Increase parking 

▭      Improve signage 

▭      Improve sidewalks 

▭      Improve lighting 

▭        Improve facades 

▭       Encourage new 

businesses 

▭        Plant landscaping 

▭       Reroute Highway 67 

▭        Nothing at all

▭       Other (specify)  
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6.      In which of the following areas should the Village of Williams Bay encourage economic 

development? (Check all that apply) 

▭        Tourism 

▭        Service industry 

▭        Professional services 

▭        Housing 

▭        Retail sales 

▭        Manufacturing 

▭        Light industry 

▭        Skilled crafts 

▭       Food and beverage 

▭       Nothng

▭       Other (specify) ____________________ 

 

7.    The ideal number of people living in Williams Bay would be (current population=2500): 

 

▭        2,500      ▭   3,000      ▭   5,000      ▭   More than 5,000 

  

8.      What type of residential growth should the Village of Williams Bay encourage? (Check 

all that apply) 

▭       Single family homes 

▭        Townhomes 

▭       Apartments 

▭      Condominiums 

▭      Vacation homes 

▭      Senior living 

▭       None

▭        Other (specify):_____________________________________ 

  

9.      What does the Williams Bay School District do well? (Check all that apply) 

▭        Prepare students to       

take tests 

▭        Meet special needs 

▭        Learn how to learn 

▭        Basic scientific principles 

▭        Prepare students for 

advanced degrees 

▭        Respect others 

▭        Develop job skills 

▭        Solid math skills 

▭        Form healthy lifelong 

habits 

▭        Citizenship 

▭        Lifelong learning habits

▭        Other (specify):______________________________________________________ 

 

10.  In which of the following recreational activities do you and your family participate in? 

(Check all that apply) 

▭        Walking/hiking 

▭        Rollerblading 

▭        Boating 

▭        Tennis 

▭        Golf 

▭        Jogging 

▭        Horseback riding 

▭        Sledding 

▭        Bird/nature watching 

▭        Frisbee golf 

▭        Walking pets 

▭        Picnics 

▭        Cross country skiing 

▭        Nature programs 

▭        Ice skating 

▭        Bicycling 

▭       Fishing 

▭       Snowmobiling/ATV 

▭       Kishwauketoe visits 

▭       Basketball 

▭       Kayaking 

▭       Paddle boarding

▭    Other (specify):__________________________________________ 
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11.  To which of the following recreational facilities would you like the Village of Williams 

Bay to add or make improvements? (please check all that apply) 

▭        Bicycling routes/paths 

▭        Parks/playgrounds 

▭        Toboggan/sledding hills 

▭        Hiking trails 

▭        Horseback riding trails 

▭        Tennis/basketball courts 

▭        Soccer fields 

▭        Snowmobile/ATV trails 

▭        Boating access 

▭        Picnic areas 

▭        Ice skating rinks 

▭        Swimming/beach 

▭        Base/softball fields

▭       Other (specify): _______________________________________________  

12.  How satisfied are you with the quality of life in Williams Bay? 

▭        Very                ▭   Somewhat            ▭  Somewhat            ▭Very           ▭No opinion 

         satisfied          satisfied                     dissatisfied             dissatisfied  

  

13.  Why did you choose to live in Williams Bay? (please check all that apply) 

▭        Quality of life 

▭        Natural areas 

▭        The lake 

▭        School system 

▭        Village atmosphere 

▭        Resort setting 

▭        Rural feeling 

▭        House or condo 

▭        Retirement

▭        Other (specify): ______________________________________________ 

  

14.  What is your perception of the Village of Williams Bay’s current identity? 

   

  

15.  What do you think Williams Bay’s identity should be? 

  

  

16.  What do you think others currently perceive Williams Bay’s identity to be?   
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17.  How do you find out about events in the village?  (Check all that apply)

▭        Local signage 

▭        Word-of-mouth 

▭        Newspaper 

▭   Social media                  

▭   Bulletin boards 

▭   Village website 

▭   School district website

▭        Other (specify): ____________________________________________ 

  

18.  How do you feel about Theatre road safety concerns for children walking to school and 

what do you feel should be changed (if anything)? Check one box per option below. 

 

Prefer 

No 

Change 

No Opinion/ 

Unaware 

Nice to 

Have 

Yes -

Change 

Needed 

Theatre Road Improvement Options 

▭          ▭          ▭         ▭       Reduce speed limit 

▭        ▭          ▭          ▭          Add diagonal lines for walk area on side of 

road to visually warn drivers 

▭         ▭          ▭ ▭ Add Rumble strips in main road to slow 

down and alert drivers 

▭ ▭ ▭ ▭ Add Rumble strips on side of road to alert 

going off main road 

▭ ▭ ▭ ▭ Construct sidewalk/Bike path on East side 

of Theatre Road in Williams Bay 

▭ ▭ ▭ ▭ Other _________________________ 

  

19.  How many months on average each year do you reside in Williams Bay? 

▭        12 months 

▭        9 months 

▭        6 months 

▭        3 months 

▭        Other (specify) _____________________________________________________ 
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20.  Beginning with yourself, please list the ages of those living in your household. 

_____   _____   _____   _____   _____   _____   _____   _____   _____   _____   _____   _____    

21.  How long have you lived in Williams Bay? 

▭        Less than a year 

▭        1 to 5 years 

▭        6 to 10 years 

▭        11 to 15 years 

▭        15 to 20 years 

▭        More than 20 years

 

 22.  Indicate the highest educational level attained in your household. 

 

▭        Eighth grade 

▭        12th grade 

▭        B.A. or B.S. 

▭        Master’s degree 

▭        Doctorate degree 

 
  

23.  What is your gender?   

▭       Female 

▭        Male 
  

24.  Other comments or suggestions you would like to make. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Thank you for completing this survey. Final Survey results will be available on our 

website, http://www.williamsbaybusinessassociation.com 

● Join WBBA Facebook Page to stay up to date on local events 

● Have a Business? Become a member of WBBA. 
 
 
  

http://www.williamsbaybusinessassociation.com/
http://www.williamsbaybusinessassociation.com/
http://www.williamsbaybusinessassociation.com/
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Appendix B 
“Other” Comments for #3 

 
What types of new businesses would you like to see come to Williams Bay? 
Other (specify):____________________________________________________________ 
Note: comments have not been edited and appear as written/typed 

 

Car wash (x 11) 
  
No Change: 
NONE (x 5) 
It’s perfect the way it is 
“NO!” next to big box stores (x 4) 
Big Box stores: “never, please” 
NONE I love the Bay as it is. 
None! We love our small, quiet community 
NOT MUCH ELSE. THE BAY IS WONDERFUL AS IS. DON’T SCREW IT UP! 
No additional businesses. I am not interested in commercial development of Village-fine 
as it. 
In all cases, don’t permit further development downtown 
No more stores please 
I love it the way it is 
All others are here 
Nothing else needed 
We shop in Delevan and Lake Geneva 
Small town 
Nothing thank you 
No preference 
No new businesses 
  
Food and Beverage 
Classy brewery AND a Trader Joes 
Trader Joe’s 
Trader Joes grocery store 
Entice a Trader Joe store 
Brewey 
Restaurants/café or bakery. Farmers market 
BK-Wendy McD 
Quick service food (or non-waitress) 
Bagel shop/donut shop 
Family restaurant at shore club 
Starbucks 
Panera Bread 
Restaurants: economical and family friendly 
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Fast food drive-thru 
Use the presently closed restaurant at the corner of 67, Walworth Ave, Scandinavian-like 
al Johnson’s in sister bay 
Family restaurant 
Bakery 
Chik-Fil-A 
Bubble tea!!! 
JoJo’s Pizza-eat in restaurant 
More restaurants! 
Sentry 
Small (e.i. Kwik trip) small establishments only, no large sized franchises 
  
Financial Business: 
Financial Advisor 
Banks: Chase 
Banks: BMO 
  
Gas Stations: 
Speedway 
Gas stations: larger ones w/grocery near highway 50/67 
  
General Businesses: 
Hardware store (x2) 
Fitness center, Williams Bay/Geneva Lake specific souvenir shop 
Spiritual knowledge base shops/locations 
Better cable companies and choices 
Allow Airbnb on a restricted basis. Legitimate internet businesses 
Real estate 
Medical hospital does not provide some critical care 
Bed and breakfast 
Yoga/dance studio; wine bar 
Walgreens 
Costco 
Computer tec company, gas stations: better ones 
Industrial development 
Realtors, title co.-any that do not need tourists in slow winter months to survive 
Tourist houses 
Drug store, book store 
  
Recreational Business: 
Kayaks 
Reg of kayaks and ? boats  
Golf! 
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General/Other: 
Specialty shops: “That attract tourists” Senior housing: “55+ only” 
Parking where bar burn down so existing stores can survive 
I’d like to see ANY viable business come to the Bay 
Just get a business to make it a town to live in 
Fill in where shore club was 
Community center-youth park board extended library activities 
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Appendix C 
“Other” Comments for #5 

 
How should the Village of Williams Bay improve the appearance of downtown? 
Other (specify):_______________________________________________________________ 
Note: comments have not been edited and appear as written/typed 

 

Buildings: 
Tear down corner building where Bragi used to be. It’s an eyesore and could be a nice 
eatery with outdoor seating. 
The vacant lot next to fire house needs to be completed looks terrible. Even expanding 
the firehouse would be great. 
Follow streetscape & long range plan we paid $32,000 for-black wrought iron ties or 
village together gives it character 
Take down the building on the corner in WB that is falling down with mold 
Improve curbs, better attention to detail at maintenance 
Remove falling down buildings 
Encourage new business: Empty lot next to fire station 
More parking 
Better parking by shops 
More car & trailer parking 
Increased parking: Needed if more people come to area 
W.B. needs good, unique businesses that draw people (i.e. simple in LG is packed b/c 
it’s so good & word of mouth is terrific) 
REQUIRE SCREENING of rooftop MECHANIC SYSTEMS 
Condemn buildings not being maintained/lots not being maintained 
Tear down and replace several buildings 
EXISTING BUSINESS OWNERS NEED TO CLEAN UP THERE BUSINESSES 
PARTICULARLY BLDG WHERE BRAGI WAS LOCATED 
Improve appearance of building on southwest corner of RT 67 and Walworth Ave 
Taxes breaks to businesses to improve facades, homeowners too on 67!! 
Do something with the empty lot downtown and remove dilapidated building across 
from Clearwater 
No development of any meaningful size means you have a problem. Maybe zoning 
issues? 
Need more necessary businesses – the downtown flourish if it is necessary to go 
elsewhere. 
Uniform facades “Turn of Century” theme 
Display windows CLEAN 
Condemn the building across from Bay Building that corner is an eyesore. 
1 man owns almost all the real estate. Doesn’t seem to matter our opinion 
Put decorative signs on buildings 
Improve facades: especially building on Geneva St next Bragi’s. Unsightly. 
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Clean up the lot on SE corner of Geneva and Walworth. Possibly expand the firehouse 
onto that property. Building on SW corner of Geneva and Walworth could use curb 
appeal improvements 
Remove older, inefficient blg’s and building new. 
 
Christmas: 
Christmas décor were beautiful this past year! 
Christmas decorations are old terrible...Fontana's are beautiful...having lights thus year 
helped but the lighting on light posts need replaced 
Love the new Christmas lights!! Could they stay lit all year? 
Christmas lights were very nice-good job 
Love lighting/ snowflake in Fontana our Christmas lights (while vintage, tradition) are 
very dated 
We enjoy holiday light last year around town 
PUT BACK LIGHTED DEER AT XMAS. DO SOMETHING ATTRACTIVE TO WALL AD STAIR 
AREA GOING UP TO GREEN GROCER. 
Loved the same white lights on many businesses during holiday 
Christmas lights were nice 
New Christmas decorations 
 
Landscaping: 
Flowers, trees 
Add green area SE corner/sculptures/fountains/garden and parking 
-a town center piece- make a fountain or park in that empty lot at the corner of 67 where 
the fire station is- 
Plant landscaping: in Fontana 
Weed at entrance to town, near Chef’s Corner! 
Hanging flower baskets 
Replace trees when you cut down @ lakefront 
Banners, flags, flowers 
Flowers pavement ramp in front of Firehouse 
Banners and flags – season decoration – (Christmas). Old style lamp posts 
Like new signs, new landscaping by fire house and winter lights already in place 
 
Roads/Construction/Traffic: 
Keep truck traffic out of downtown 
Please please please properly pave the road leading to Calvary church 
Improve signage: fix 3 way intersection 
3 way stop sign at 67 & Geneva St 
3 way stop sign at 67/lakefront 
Stop signage/over banister by green (?-the rest is not legible) 
New signage looks great 
Re-route 67: yes!! 
Eliminate so much signage; decrease the intensity of outdoor lighting 
Either a 3 way stop or light at intersection of Geneva st. and rt 67 
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REROUTE HIGHWAY 67-NO TRUCKS!!!! 
No trucks in town 
Improve sidewalks: esphy fire dept! stairs 
Put a 3 way stop corner Harpoon & firestation 
Stop sign at 67 & Geneva st 
Improve traffic flow where hwy 67 ends in town 
New signage present at 7/25/2017 looks great. 
Smoother transition of 67 turn north 2 lanes, one for turn one for straight 
#1 is Reroute Highway 67 
 
Waterfront: 
Add more boat launch parking and improve entry and exit of launch 
Outdoor seating @ waterfront 
What happened to our beautiful lakefront park? Choked with weeds, in decay! 
Recreational: 
Better and more bike paths 
Enforce pedestrian crosswalks 
  
Wiring: 
Put the wire underground 
Bury utility lines 
Underground power lines 
 
Other: 
NO HIGHER REAL ESTATE TAXES!!! 
Plant landscaping and encourage new business OR nothing 
Quant in Hudson, I Geneva flowers etc. 
Cohesion 
It’s perfect the way it is. 
Plant fruit trees and edible herbs 
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Appendix D 
“Other” Comments for #6 

 
In which of the following areas should the Village of Williams Bay encourage economic 
development? (check all that apply) 
Other (specify) :_______________________________________________________________________ 
Note: comments have not been edited and appear as written/typed 

 

All: 
Any of the above 
All of the above 
Growth in all areas will contribute a strong bond to community 
 
No change: 
This is why I live here. Small, little, hometown feel. 
WE DON’T WANT TO BE ANOTHER LAKE GENEVA WITH TRAFFIC AND CROWDS 
Definitely no more tourism-we have Lake Geneva for that. 
 
Food resources: 
Snack shack @ the beach run by village 
FAST FOOD REST./GROCERY STORE 
Bakery/ recreational services 
Grocery store- not big box 
Bakery. No food chains 
Food and beverage: supper club, fish fry place 
Lake-side restaurant – picnic area 
Permaculture food forests and farmer markets 
Grocery Store 
 
Buildings and Businesses/Retail: 
Bike paths increase downtown economy, encourage biking in WB 
Fun pasttimes/ activities!! Things you can go out and do with other people. We so need 
that. 
Retail sales: small/unique 
Seems like everything that opens in Wms. Bay retail lasts about 1 yr. then gone. Retail: 
that attract tourists. Home décor etc. gift shops 
Horse riding stables & trails 
I would like to see a seasonal shopping area (May-Sept) in the empty lot across from 
the lighthouse – small shop with a courtyard front area, emphasize small business and 
nice tourist shops 
Current businesses struggle why bring in more to fail 
Should concentrate on filling empty retail instead of developing new retail locations 
Rebuild the downtown as it was historically. Brick building to include hardware st, 
grocery, barber, pharmacy 
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Education: 
Education, promote GWC more 
Increase school population, housing: young families 
  
Other: 
See 4d. 
Parking meters, higher fees for non-residents 
Anything that’s gonna be successful will help tax base  
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Appendix E 
“Other” Comments for #8 

 
What type of residential growth should the Village of Williams Bay encourage? (Check 
all that apply). Other (specify):_______________________________________________________ 
Note: comments have not been edited and appear as written/typed 

 

Smaller affordable homes 
Affordable single family homes <$150,000 
Just let our town evolve… 
All or any 
None !!! 
What does this have to do with the WBBA? (in regards to questions 8&9) 
A variety of housing encouraged/well rounded community- 
Development WEST of the Bay would be encouraged by golf course at GWC 
Find out the demand 
No commercial living units 
Senior living: maybe? 
Maybe 55+ community-sm. housing-1 story (Like a Sun City, Del Webb)-reasonable 
prices 
Smaller-“first time” houses would be nice no children 
All of the above diverse housing- brings diverse population 
Larger lots for single families 
Duplex 
Senior living 55+ 
Fill up subdivision on theatre rd 
Encourage housing and to restore older homes thru HUD 
Renters 
Keep the Bay small & quaint 
What ever people need! 
None unless downtown retail is improving so there are retail and grocery options. 
Residential taxes on food, etc. are going to other towns since Wms Bay does not have 
much shopping options! 
Single family homes: better for tax revenue 
Depend too much on summer guests – leaves perminant residents without necessary 
businesses 
Encourage up-grading to residences 
Only single family if at all 
Farms, food forests, flower farms for pollinators 
A few of each not many 
Low maintenance villas 
We already have all of the above. 
Need retail/medical 
Single family homes if any and ONLY 
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There are plenty of empty lots (single family available)  
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Appendix F  
“Other” Comments for #9 

 

What does the Williams Bay School District do well? (Check all that apply) 
Other (specify): ___________________________________________________________________ 
Note: comments have not been edited and appear as written/typed 

 

What is done well 
Teach kindness & independence 
I would hope, all of the above! They’re all important! 
College prep. 
Excellent develop of writing skills, excellent prep for college. 
Working together-cooperative learning 
Get ready for college and or trade schools 
I also felt they did a good job with my 4 children of getting them out of Williams Bay on 
trips/ educational visits to other places, to places with more diversity and larger 
populations 
My kids out of school over 16 yrs now. Not sure what Wms. Bay school is lake at 
present. Was great when my boys went. 
Probably all of the above 
Great k-3 program because of reduced number of students per teacher 
College readiness 
We have no children in school and just are aware an excellent reputation nothing 
firsthand 
All of these (x2) 
All should be their goal 
Launch prepared seniors for college-make college ready 
I am only aware of general overall educational goals in the district. 
So, so, sweet to offer end of year fishing day 
All of our grandchild excelled at college-good prep! 
great school 
Communicative with different events 
 
Suggestions 
Need to teach how to “serve” others volunteer. Develop job skills: Need 
Our kids are younger- someone @ some of these concerned about entering grade levels 
with bullying issues. 
too many out of district students 
 
Money 
Tax Illinois residents too high 
Raise taxes and spend money 
Nothing waste $$$ 
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GO AFTER $$$! 
needlessly spend money 
Spend money (x3) 
Spend money and increase over taxes 
No idea-good at taxation $$$ 
Sell school cheap 
Spend tax payers money 
Increases taxes 
Raise our taxes 
Over spend $ 
Took to much $ to redesign HS for grade school students 
  
Does not apply 
I currently have no one in school 
Have no kids, does not apply (x31) 
NA (x13) 
No idea no connection 
Not involved enough to know (x4) 
Don’t know/Not aware (x15) 
No opinion (x8) 
Can’t speak to that 
UNKNOWN 
Not sure 
Don’t send kids to this school 
Not qualified to respond (2) 
Not familiar  (x13) 
no knowledge 
not sure (x2) 
not enough contact 
n/a no children raised here 
I’m not familiar with this area 
Not informed about this 
I do not know- Im a senior 
I have no idea about this school 
No personal knowledge but hope and believe all apply 
Haven’t been in public schools that long to compare 
Open enroll out of the district/ n/a 
Don’t know but wish my grandchildren could attend school here 
Not sure, just moved here 
No ability to answer this 
I DON’T KNOW ENOUGH TO COMMENT 
DON’T HONESTLY KNOW 
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Don’t know. Graduated in ’71, moved to Madison to raise children – at this time unhappy 
with school 
Not familiar with school’s accomplishments 
Don’t know-been here only about 1 year 
Not too much contact w/school 
Not familiar with school district personally. Reputation is good! 
New to village, unable to answer 
(Not sure on the rest – my child is in second grade) 
? (X5) 
 
Misc. 
I HATE the TP nonsense in the fall. 
Nothing I can see 
Not much! Bad communication! 
NOT MUCH IN MY OPINION 
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Appendix G 
“Other” Comments for #10 

 
In which of the following recreational activities do you and your family participate? 
Other (specify): __________________________________________________________________ 
Note: comments have not been edited and appear as written/typed 

 

Bike Path 
Would love to bike if safer. We are young seniors. 
making williams bay a top walking/bicycling community should be a priority.It would be 
a strong challenge to make this village into a top walking/bicycling destination 
  
Firearms/Archery 
firearms/shooting sports 
 
Lake/Beach/Boating 
more parking racks for the kayaks down by the boat ramps. 
swimming at the beach 
Just enjoy sitting by Lake front 
I love to walk to the beach, but there is no other attraction. No other errand to 
accomplish. 
 
Family 
my family comes to visit and enjoy most of the above 
 
Park 
park- playground 
Going to the park 
play at Edgewater park 
We need a dog park and walking and bike paths (next one) 
would love a dog park 
lakefront children's playground (needs expansion & improvement) 
 
Misc. 
Sledding: where? 
None of above-card games (bridge) 
golf: when Georg Williams was open 
Pier-sitting (: 
Farmers Market 
outdoor things that dont require funds (: 
Bring back George Williams Golf Course-Buy the course!! Please!! 
snow shoe 
Love it All! 
farming, bake-fests, block parties, family fun 
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Appendix H 
“Other” Comments for #11 

 
To which of the following recreational facilities would you like the Village of Williams 
Bay to add or make improvements? 
Other (specify): ____________________________________________________________________ 
Note: comments have not been edited and appear as written/typed 

 
Leave it be 
Again, let our town evolve...instead of pushing things on people/town just let 
businesses come, fill a need! 
good job 
we already have all of the above 
its good the way it is 
All fine 
None-all are fine 
Great as is 
everything is very good 
sufficient for our needs 
Our parks and lakefront is beautiful and well-maintained 
adequate right now 
None - all work well as is 
None (x3) 
 
Beach 
Improve left side of beach/sand area of bath house. 
swimming/beach: enlarge it taking out left side grass make all sand, restricted only to 
only the park areas especially grilling out 
Swimming/beach, allow more beach permits to residents 
Swimming/beach, dead fish pickup along entire bay walkway not just beach.  
beach/park improvements, volleyball net, public bags game, horse shoe pits etc. 
Swimming/beach, better sand & clean up @ beach 
The beach needs to be cleaned/maintained better especially in the early summer 
months 
 
Park 
Lions park playground could use some love 
Would love a band shell 
Dog Park (x4) 
please consider field house to become a park 
gazebo @ Edgewater Park 
Picnic areas, Should have containers for disposing of charcoal. See visitors throw hot 
coals in lake!! There are no coal containers! 
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I think there would be far more people having picnics if no dogs were aloud in the park. 
Fontana does not allow dogs. Clean grass. Picking up after dogs does not make grass 
CLEAN 
dog parks/ doggie station in every park 
park equipment in Baywood Heights is not very "kid-friendly". Perhaps an area for more 
toddler equipment 
 
Baseball/Softball Fields 
Add More baseball fields, fix the existing to they don't flood every time it rains. 
Base/softball fields, higher quality upkeep/ attention to detail to village facade 
more baseball fields for  younger kids. update the current fields so they don't flood 
 
Bike Path/ Trails 
Horseback riding trails 
A bike path that isnt along the road and keep up the tennis area would be great. 
walking routes to school- we have fitness center passes and attend programs and 
sports events there. 
hiking trails: improve lake path 
get rid of bike lane on 67! 
 
Golf 
golf course (Williams Bay Park District at George Williams) 
Use of the Aurora U (formerly Geo.Williams) Golf Course 
we should buy George Williams Golf Course! 
Reopen George Williams Golf Course 
Golf (x2) 
  
Boat/Watersports 
boating access: slip 
Parking for trailers after launching.  
boating access: for non- motorized water sports such as kayaks and paddleboards 
additional boat slips for residents 
we'd love more spots to store kayak's and paddle boards by the lake. spots to rent! 
Boating access, More available small docks, paddles, kayaks and canoes 
rent kayaks, canoes 
more boat slips for residents - less wait time for those on the list 
no launch for paddle boards 
more slips for residents only! Frost Park needs to be maintained better 
 
Misc. 
Involve youth on village boards, community center for senior activities,youth speakers 
Toboggan/sledding hills, preserve them and shoreline Edgewater Park and Beach are 
wonderful, beautiful to walk and enjoy the plantings and park. 
none other for me or my 2 sons/ other relatives and friends 
Sidewalk down the hill on E Geneva St (Bells to the Lake)-away from traffic 
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Weed removal in the Bay (water) 
Across the table all sports 
yoga (outdoor), Qui gong, public farms 
 
Recreation/Fitness 
exercise facilities for all seasons and indoor swimming 
hockey! 
Recreation Center w/ Pool 
workout facilities (health club) 
Pickle Ball courts (x5) 
 
N/A-No Opinion 
N/A (x3) 
no opinion 
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Appendix I 
Additional Comments for #13 

 
Why did you choose to live in Williams Bay? 
Other (specify):______________________________________________________________________ 
Note: comments have not been edited and appear as written/typed 

 
Family 
Family (x3) 
Near family 
Family lives here 
Spouse 
To be a family relatives living here for generations 
friends 
Our son and family live close 
I married a resident of the Bay in 2003. 
My children live here 
 
Native 
Born and raised here! 
Been here since 1988-Love the area-wonderful people live here.  
Grew up here (x2) 
Born here 
I came up here since a child my great grandparents bought a house in Cedar Pt Park 
when my husband passed away suddenly last year I decided to come back home. 
Lived here most of my life 
 
Employment 
Work (x2) 
Job: Head of School at Faith Christian School 
relocated here for work from Chicago 
employment 
Job opprotunities 
 
Size 
Quieter/less crowded than Lake Geneva. 
Bedroom community-NOT resort town like L.G. 
to get away from the big city life 
low population 
its calm and uncongested 
We like small village atmosphere 
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Community 
positive community/family values 
School system 
Calm environment for our vacation home 
Familiarity 
the potential this village has to be a top walking/hiking/bicycling destination 
Safety, Low Crime, No traffic jams in summer. No metered parking. Few tourists 
safe place to live. 
A place for permanent residents-the best place to live in lake area for LOCAL residents. 
safety, quiet relatively 
The police are kind and helpful 
LGBT friendly, family town, kind people 
The lake, it's HOME! 
The people! A close knit community with low crime 
Quite community 
 
Location 
Geographic Location 
wanted to live near the obsirvitory 
central location 
small town setting 
rental condo in bayside point! 
Faith Christian School 
Location 
Calvary Community church 
Near conference point center - great place 
Beauty and modest cost of Cedar Pt Park 
 
Misc. 
lower taxes 
Very limited retail stores-not a shopping destination 
Less meddling by small town government.... 
variety of property values and taxes 
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Appendix J 
Complete Responses for #14, 15, 16 

 

Note: comments have not been edited and appear as written/typed 

14. What is your perception of the Village 
of Williams Bay’s current identity? 

15.What do you think Williams 
Bay’s identity should be? 

16.What do you think others currently 
perceive Williams Bay’s identity to be? 

Friendly Friendly Friendly 

Laid back, not progressive, quiet, rural, few 
activities. 

Laid back, not progressive, quiet, 
rural, few activities. 

A - Good - Quiet - get away place - to visit & 
vacation & Close to Lake Geneva & 
Fantana. 

It's a hidden gem, our community is strong 
and welcoming. A whole lot of residents 
know my kids, so "it takes a village" really 
applies here. I think the WONDER project 
really brought our town together. Our village 
is kind. 

I think we could always work harder to 
include everyone and treat all cultures 
and backgrounds with more respect 
and equality without judgement. small town, rich people 

A downtown with opportunity not being 
tapped to full potential 

A quaint lakeside village with vibrant 
downtown and mix of housing options 

Lacks vision on capitalizing on downtown 
and lake front (as a viable alternative to 
Lake Geneva) 

Great little town that has too many vacant 
store fronts, The vacant lot at Geneva and 
Walworth is an eyesore. 

Great little with a thriving village 
center.  

Quiet, friendly village without the mess and 
congestion of Lake Geneva. Same as above Don't know 

Beautiful slow paced village on the lake 

Beautiful village by the lake offering 
rich diverse variety of affordable 
shops, restaurants and activities year-
round. A community that values 
education, the environment and the 
arts. A slow paced beautiful village by the lake. 

Mostly quite, like it this way! Simple comfort.  

Outstanding Remain what it currently is A very nice place to live 

Quaint, I like it especially when it's peaceful, 
and serene, think early mornings, I like it's 
history and would hate to see it built up, love 
the appeal and the natural beauty and the 
cleanliness of the lake and surrounding 
area. Leave big city development to Delavan 
and city of Lake Geneva. See #14 above See #14 above 

Small and cliquey 
Small, friendly, inviting, pride in 
community Rich, snobby, easy to beat in sports 

Love the village. Would like to see locals 
more friendly towards visitors. 

Quaint, friendly, artisan and bat, pub 
community. 

A small town that doesn't have an identity. 
Lots of empty gravel lots and businesses 
that fail. 

I love the small town atmosphere Friendly safe small town feel Quiet little town 

It cares and listens to the residents Small, creative, healthy, peaceful, fun A hidden gem 
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Family oriented community   

Small town lkfe 
A small town with local artisans 
"quaint" A small overflow resort town 

To touristy Bedroom community Congested 

Great Village I think those that live here love it. 

Very good  
A nice community somewhat out of the 
chaos of downtown LG. 

Typical small town. Nice. Quiet. Some small 
town politics and sometimes too eager law 
enforcement. Small peaceful friendly. I do not know. 

Excellent Small village retail shops Single family. No business 

confused A professionally run village Pretty much yokels run town 

Trying to become too high level for income 
Small town, affordable, regular 
everyday people 

To many perceive changes with new village 
management 

Resort, summer living. Quiet and safe area 

Safe and quiet place to raise children 
where it's not necessary to lock the 
doors Well off area 

Awesome. Peaceful   

I love living here, but I also wish some 
people acted less entitled because they live 
in Williams Bay. More down to earth. Snooty and entitled. 

Emerging popularity- getting more and more 
popular Laid-back cousin to LG 

People love the old-fashioned feel of the 
town. 

Small Village Small Village  

Slow down life Restaurants Summer home 

 Family Nice community 

 Quiet small town Nice little town 

Low key place to live and ease of access to 
nature and fun. Just like it is...! Hopefully like I do. 

Somewhat positive small town life. Small town safe place to live. Tourist trap. 

Small town 
Small town but with better police and 
fire departments Resort town 

Laid back resort community See above See above 

 A quaint small town 
A weekend party place and a place to 
launch a boat 

Lots of families More if a mix of families and singles 
That we have a good school district and it's 
expensive to live here 

Hidden gem Remain hidden gem Hidden gem 

I truly feel blessed to live in a place where 
everyone wants to vacation. 

Keep it quant and a special place to 
visit. A wonderful place to live and a Beautiful small town on a great lake. 
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great small town to visit. Do not want it 
to become like Lake Geneva. 

Small town charm, safe, beautiful views 
Very similar with some "go to" retail 
such as coffee shops, and boutiques 

The third town on the lake. Not Lake Geneva 
and not Fontana, less a destination. 

It is a very nice safe and beautiful 
community near many to do in the area. It 
appears to be the little sister to Lake 
Geneva. 

Semi tourist area and nice family 
community for the local residents. Most are unaware. 

Best kept secret in the Geneva Lake areas See #14 
Probably don't come this way cause they 
don't know much about it (which is fine!) 

Great place to live What it currently is. A great place to live. 

Cute, quaint same, more modern Boring, small 

Its a village. Its my Home. Small Village. Tight community. 
Small and quiet. Undeveloped. Didnt sell put 
to big business 

Love it as is. 
Same as it is now. Small town 
America I don't care 

A sweet, quiet little town. Unlike Lake 
Geneva, we are not a big tourist spot all 
summer long and we like it that way. Visitors 
often own houses and are therefore 
respectful of the area   

Irving arrangements. Leisure. Tourism place. 

Small hometown neighborhood. Just lovely Beautiful lake community Pier 290 or Cafe.....what else 

Safety Continued safety Clean/beautiful 

Small but fun   

 Sweet little place on the lake Tourist like 

Low key for the area 
Family friendly, low key place for 
outdoor enthusiasts Comfortable village and vacation location 

Quiet, small village setting Same Same 

Very good Resort living everyday Ritzy 

Get away area Get away area Small town 

Welcoming   

Sleepy Village Sleepy Village Great Place to Live 

Fine just as it is. A quiet little village resort area 

Good to live in...but businesses usually fail 
Good for living playing learning 
shopping and seeing professionals 

Same...talked to many that don't live here 
#14 

Beautiful Kind to all residents Senior living, would love for that to change. 

Relaxed and charming Same Quaint 
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Scared to expand Promise Snobs 

Slowly dying - too many empty shops 
downtown 

Artisan haven - Lake Geneva is too 
commercial.  

Bayberry Bayberry Bayberry 

Nice Small shops  

 Small retail stores  

Caters very well to visitors and vacation 
home-owners; year-round residents could 
benefit from an improved infrastructure. 

All are welcome but we take care of 
our own. Cute little resort town 

Family friendly small town Family friendly small town Small town 

Small village Village  

 
High quality - quaint small clean happy 
town  

Least desirable lakeside village on Geneva 
Lake 

On a par or surpassing the Village of 
Fontana See #14 

Confused- residential or tourism based?? Residential. Lake Geneva's little sister 

Small, not wanting change, quaint 
Progressive, small, high quality of life, 
tourist attraction 

Slow moving, non-changing, cute town, not 
much here 

Small town and a safe community... not a 
tourist trap like Lake Geneva See above 

Gem on the lake along with Fontana. Free 
from the congestion of Lake Geneva 

Upcoming destination Same New hang 

Dining destination between Fontana and 
Lake Geneva As a dining destination 

As a quaint lakeside village, friendly except 
for Pier 290 which is an embarrassment 

Small town, unobtrusive by city government, 
rural yet maintained and a feeling of pride, 
small town comraderie. Small town with clean lines!small town 

Small town, not as busy as Lake Geneva, 
everyone still knows each other and cares 
for each other! 

Picturesque I like it. Picturesque. 

Seems very good. I like the fact that it is less 
crowded than Lake Geneva. Still has small 
town feel  

Quaint small town with the right amount of 
recreational and dinning activities. 

Great What it already is. Very nice place. 

sleepy quiet, quaint, friendly, full of surprises underwhelming 

sleepy little town 
resort destination and a great place to 
live ? 

There is great potential if people could work 
together.  No idea-perhaps a nice place to live. 

Small town away from the business of Lake 
Geneva. Same as above Same as above 

Quiet rural setting, friendly, wonderful 
schools and teachers Kept the same-love it! A great place to live 

Bedroom community same  
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The quiet village on Lake Geneva. The quiet village on Lake Geneva!  

Bedroom community with best restaurants in 
area. Easy to park and enjoy the outdoors. 

Bedroom community with best 
restaurants in area. Bedroom community 

sleepy side of the lake; few good 
restaurants. same. same. 

small and perfect. I like that there are no big 
box stores, including grocery. 

Remain the same; only 
recommendation is to bring more 
activities to Yerkes and use the old 
golf course as public space. small and perfect 

Small village, cherishes nature & our lake 

Use long range streetscape 
plans/charming-black wrought iron 
tieing various establishments together- 
Same with empty retail & restaurant 
spaces occupied by services. needed 
year round-not small retail-
professional offices, insurance, real 
estate, etc I've heard landlord in the 
corner Clear Water Spa building 
raises rent on 2nd yr. & people move 
out, Quiet village-but great citizen involvement- 

NICE, SMALL, KEEP IT THAT WAY. NICE, pleasant place to relax probably do not think of it, just think Geneva 

very stuck-we don't know what we want 
growth/no growth 

small-hidden-off the map, we do NOT 
want another town like Lake Geneva. expensive to live here. Beautiful by the lake 

 Same as is Chicago play area 

Small Village Small Village Small Village 

a Nice small place to live. Sometimes too 
busy on the weekends. 

A village where you meet people and 
can call them by name. 

A fishing, boating drop off Summer weekend 
place. 

Quality of life in Wms Bay is very good. 
A lovely little village on a beautiful 
lake. Not crowded! 

QUIET compared to rest of Geneva Lake 
towns! 

Quaint, quiet, family based small village. 

Quaint, quiet, family based, friendly, 
welcoming, inviting, interesting, active, 
socially aware, happening, small 
village. 

Quaint, friendly village with a beach and 
good restaurant. 

second homes-tourism Best kept secret-quaint easy to visit out of the way, good resteraunts 

  Small town- 

Downtown is dead-accept for WONDERFUL 
cafe calamari/harpoon willies 

Peaceful, a FEW shops, restaurants, 
Do not want a lot of crowds-just a 
small increase in businesses Not much-not a bad thing 

We value that Williams Bay is a friendly 
community that is safe for us to raise our 
daughter in. We value our ability to take 
advantage of dry land boat storage and our 
easy access boat launch/beautiful lake. 

We have been concerned about the 
lack of success businesses and 
retailers have experienced over the 
last 8-10 years. It would be great to 
see less transition in our downtown 
businesses. 

We think many people view Williams Bay as 
a small "drive through" town. 

O.K. Status Quo Who cares? 
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-Giving -Small town on beautiful lake shores 
-Supportive families and businesses that 
encourage a healthy village 

"Character counts" Village-Welcoming 
and encouraging youth, seniors with 
activities to BOND. Much too much 
disrespect of opinions that are shared 
at village meetings Ex. Theater Rd 
side walk issue. Village board very 
disrespectful of some opinions. 

Pass through on way to beach/ NOT 
SHOPPING 

excellent place to raise a family, great 
schools, safe nice people  excellent schools 

vacation town 

small village, great place to raise a 
family, needs more local year round 
businesses for residents vacation town 

Nice place to live; quiet. (Lake Geneva's 
parking is too expensive & inconvenient so 
we chose Williams Bay). Close to Delavan, 
Elkhorn, & Lake Geneva but without the 
hassle of each of those communities. Great quality of life Small town with not much to do 

relaxed & well taken care of. Love the 
community events. No corrections necessary 

Relaxed, lake life, much less "touristy" than 
Lake Geneva (which is a great thing) 

They have a good identity. A pleasant safe place to live. 
I believe they perceive Williams Bay to be a 
good community 

I believe it to be very good. Ok now  

IT is the cheapest area around Lake 
Geneva morE Friendly Employees I Don't Know what others think 

mayberry, NC mayberry, NC Quiet small town 

Good   

Quiet/nice place to visit Same a little stuck up (arrogant) 

Small town that doesn't want to update and 
modernize. 

A thriving, updated, modern 
community. Small old town that hasn't changed. 

small- good school- park/ boat launch  
a short-cut to Lake Geneva from the west 
end 

Stuck in 90s. Not using lakefront/downtown 
property. Village board is full of retirees who 
have little knowledge of how to use social 
media/attract vacationers into town to spend 
money 

A place that attracts/offers 
opportunities for young families to 
locate and stay (excellent schools, 
food, parks, etc) (Not a good ol' boys 
(girl) club of lifelong residents who 
resist change) 

under utilized opportunities with care 
(recreation what is the place for expanded 
population once prairie view and bailey 
estates get finished. Is village prepared of 
will people continue to shop elsewhere? 

Pretty, but lacks resturants recreation, food more laid back then Lake Geneva 

A lovely, friendly community, beautiful 
lakefront, cozy.   

  a small town 

Williams Bay hasn't been forward thinking. It 
has been great on conservation 

W.B. should be a family town but 
needs more to attract people and 
support the population. 

-stodgy -not enough fun 
-controlling -old fassioned 

OK   
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IT'S THE QUIET, PEACEFUL LITTLE 
VILLAGE SAME AS ABOVE SAME AS ABOVE 

QUIET VILLAGE/ LIMITED GROCERY 
STORE 

SHOULD HAVE GROCERY STORE/ 
DEPTH (HARDWARE STORE) 

QUIET PLACE/GOOD BOATING AND 
RESTAURANTS 

A quiet place to live 
Why do people worry about this? 
Leave well enough alone! Who cares?! 

friendly, caring community people willing to 
help each other 

a thoughtful, caring place to live polite- 
say "hello" men hold a door open for a 
woman 

what they perceive depending on why they 
chose to settle here 

small, quiet town, which is very nice, 
however needs more to do especially for 
young families. more to offer! 

It can remain a small town feel, but 
needs more in the downtown area. 
needs to encourage all year round 
people living, not just summer. a small, quaint vacation town. 

small town community as is not sure 

Relatively unknow, probably best known for 
boating- best launch area on lake "The Lake" Williams What? 

small town feel, clean, no major traffic 
through, hidden gem should remain the way it is 

school too small for the kids so they go to 
bigger schools 

a quaint village 

An added grocery store (like Sentry in 
Walworth) and a family boutique (for 
clothing) would add much!!  

fine no change great alternative to busy ness of l.g. 

none- no one knows we are here 

a place you want to come to just like 
Lake Geneva. Not as big but with 
something to offer when they you get 
here. dead 

great village but could be improved 
young and vibrant. arty, recreational, 
natural environment quaint, small town 

a wonderful place to live! 

a small friendly town. do not turn it into 
a lake Geneva with tee shirt shops 
and robbing you of parking and 
tickets. lets go for coffee and free 
parking and out to eat! a charming small town 

a bit elitist... open and friendly... see #14 

very laid back small town feel same as above 
same but vacation home location 
entertainment is elsewhere 

small, quiet vacation village with a better 
than average school/education. Quite run 
down facade/ streets, not much to offer in 
regards to restaurants or stores, 
retail/convenience. Lacking vacation/tourist 
appeal when compared to surrounding 
communities. School system severely 
lacking in advanced or divers curriculum 
choices and athletically lacking also. 

other than 14/line 1, 180 degree 
opposite and one where its 
establishments are just as willing to 
cater to full time residents, as they are 
to cater to tourists/vacationers. 

from what is heard from visitors and newer 
residents, see 14. 

ideal small town environment 
exactly what it is the best kept secret 
in Walworth county n/a 
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small, quaint, natural, pretty wis. town in a 
very busy tourist area same as above same as above 

a small quaint tourist town with a good 
school system 

a small quaint tourist town with a good 
school system and with sustainable 
year-round businesses 

Ive heard- nice, safe town with 
overregulated parking. 

small, friendly hometown atmosphere plus 
cottage crowd but not congested tourist 
town. same same. plus excellent elementary school 

small town away from heavey tourist trafic 
small town away from heavey tourist 
trafic ? 

disconnected and run by old people who are 
not in tune with today's active lifestyles 

a top walking/hiking/bicycling 
destination 

a small town that is lake geneva's 'super 
mini' tourist destination 

a pass through between lake Geneva and 
Fontana a destination- place to dine, lodge " " 

1. Recreational 
2. Seasonal 
3. Retirement housing and rentals 
4. more subdivisions are renting out there 
houses 1-3 same as above close minded 

small town small town filled with fun  

sleepy quiet sleepy quiet sleepy quiet 

small town atmosphere ' same 

excellent have not heard any negatives opinions wish they lived in area 

single family small community in a beautiful 
setting same same 

I tell people where I live and most people 
are not familiar with Wms. Bay until I tell 
them its on Geneva Lake It's fine as it is. Don't care what others think. 

quaint and quiet. but lacks vision for 
development. too "keep it small and the way 
it is" mindset. 

Resort and more competitive with 
Lake Geneva. We need more that 
draws people here to visit. Cute but looking options 

GREAT- SAFE, SLEEPY LITTLE TOWN 
FEELING 

THE SAME AS IT IS CURRENTLY - 
WITH THE EXCEPTIONS OF 
CLEANING UP THE DOWN TOWN 
AREA. FILLING THE LOT WHERE 
THE KEG ROOM WAS. 

A NICE RELAXING VILLAGE TUCKED 
AWAY JUST OUTSIDE THE OUTSKIRTS 
OF CRAZY LAKE GENEVA 

greedy- when it comes to property taxes and 
water and sewer taxes better street lighting on side streets Williams bay??? 

well kept secret no change sleepy little town 

safest community in area crime-wish 
small town feel. no large apt 
complexes (bring crime rate up)  

ok retirement village/ family friendly small burb 

small town that hopefully will not overdo 
growth but keep up with times small, quaint town that is quiet 

small town with many good restaurants pier 
290 
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quiet, nice people, helpful, cooperative same same 

quality town raise family 
the same- not too commercialized and 
touristy good schools, increased realestate values 

overall I love it. however we need to get 
some younger voices heard. those with kids. 
too many opinions from the older 
generation. 

It is more and more going towards 
young families. we need to appeal to 
the younger generation. especially 
children and safety. Ahem.. Ahem.. 

Kind of sticking to ways but also family 
friendly(ish) 

great small town see #14 see #14 

downtown struggling... constant turnover 
shops, galleries and restaurants. Thank 
goodness for café calamari and Harpoon 
Willies. Sleepy little village. 

I like the quiet the village offers and 
wouldn't want a ton of tourist coming. I 
just wish we had more shops to enjoy 
downtown. 

I don't think a lot of people even know we 
exist. Everyone knows Lake Geneva and 
Fontana but not WB. WB is mostly just 
enjoyed by the people of WB. 

It's a wonderful place to live!! as is!! 

I don't care about other perception. I think it 
is a wonderful town/village to live in @ any 
age 

quiet and safe quiet and safe quiet and safe 

drive through small town 

small town 
interesting place to visit perhaps more 
diverse 
family friendly not sure 

There is a lack of willingness to change. 

Young lakeside village community w/ 
activities to offer young families and 
retirees. 

People school choice for their kids to go to 
school here but live elsewhere due to lack of 
things to do in town. 

radical republicans (not in a good way) inclusive and diverse dunno 

great small and nautical theme some run down buildings should go 

small, safe town small, safe town small, safe town 

nice little community that is vibrant and open 
to improvement nice place to live, right on the lake what I stated above 

All about the school All about ALL of the residents Stupid question 

We are not a Lake Geneva & don;t really 
want that in Wms. Bay. Don't know to many 
of the current village reps. only knew the 
older one's who have retired. 

Should represent the People who live 
here year round. And look out for thier 
best interests, keep our area quiet & 
quaint. ? 

Just right. A quiet town on a busy lake. An 
oasis... Not a commercial destination. An 
educational destination GWC same as #14 same as #14 

rural and charming keep the small town atmosphere!  

low key village w/ great beach 
above as well as better/ more 
restaurants same as above 

 welcoming if you live in the Bay, you have money 

small town, local charm. safe community 
would like more diversity from 
restaurants and retail/services ideal setting to tire with your family. 
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small town feel with easy access to Delevan 
and Lake Geneva. All the benefits of Lake 
Geneva, without the traffic and hassle. 

the safe small town where everyone 
knows each other 

Lake Geneva West. The town next to Lake 
Geneva 

small town small town not sure 

a sleepy village   

Don't change a thing! " " " " 

A pass through from one end to the other of 
the lake. A bit shabby- some nice, some not 
so 

A bit more inviting a destination for 
shopping, eating, enjoying where is that? 

quaint, not a tourist spot " " " " 

small town w/ beach access. Not as big as 
Lake Geneva same same 

great   

small town atmosphere, educated and/ or 
very skilled labor; beautiful surroundings; 
not enough diversity of retail shops; much 
needed change in downtown appearance 
with affordable rental property space- not 
diverse population 

a peaceful, relaxing environment that 
nurtures spirit, mind, body; 
encourages lasting relationships; 
meets basic human needs foods, 
shelter. 

quality school systems, beautiful lake, not 
enough diversity of retail specialty shops, 
downtown looks disguised. How can this be 
with such wealth in the community? 

friendly small town- beautiful lake front! same 
not as busy with tourists as Lake Geneva 
and Fontana 

The part of Geneva lake communities with a 
residential and friendly feeling. Lake Geneva 
is tourist oriented and Fontana is snooty. 

see #14 we've been here 12 years 
and feel blessed to have raised our 
children in such an environment. 

Honestly, I don't care. I don't want the village 
to be over run with commerce or population 
which changes the identity. 

small village atmosphere 

more neighborly and caring for others. 
no one has time to smell the roses our 
beautiful village 

To small not busy enough so always want 
change and bigger is better 

it should be med, not to much  nice and paceful 

quiet, friendly place same same 

A quaint community centered around 
familes enjoying what the lake and its 
surroundings have to offer. same as above :) 

A small lake town that is quieter than Lake 
Geneva, but with less to offer. 

Its nice the way it is   

I believe the current perception is that 
Williams Bay is still a quiet, quaint village. 

A quiet, quaint village with a resort 
atmosphere. As (14) 

My perception of the village of William's Bay 
current identity is that it is an affluent area. 

The Bay's identity should be more 
appealing to younger people. Example 
being having more affordable housing. 

Other people perceive the Bay to be 
wealthy. 

Love it here! We chose WB over Lake 
Geneva and Fontana and appreciate the 
smaller village identity   

residential- no industry   

Quiet community on a beautiful lake. Exactly what it is now.  
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There is a disconnect between the 
elderly/empty nesters and the middle aged 
person/ family who have kids in schools The 
village Board needs to listen with an open 
mind to residents concerns- and not impose 
their own agenda on everyone 

small town atmosphere/ close nit 
community with good schools small town residential lake community 

friendly, residential. like the lack of traffic, 
just enough, but realize it will increase w/ 
business 

more boutique type businesses, nice 
restaurants upscale 

Very friendly and a joy to live, play and work 
in! (Best place on the lake)...secret! 

High taxes 
No real big grocery store or book store! 

small town quiet high quality same same 

Perfect. Ideal. I love not having to fight 
tourists, as in Lake Geneva As is 

Peaceful. Happy. Recreational. Especially 
for residents. 

not quite up to Fontana Better than Fontana! Behind Fontana 

Downtown atmosphere, no landscaping, 
vacant buildings, unattractive. Very boring 
not enough restaurants and stores. 

Inviting atmosphere for shopping and 
dining. Increase floral landscaping it 
could be charming boring and without enough restaurants 

just another lakeside town not a destination 

a dining and entertainment destination 
a great lakefront 
lots of events for community beyond 
the bay 

so much potential that is never acted on due 
to restrictive zoning 
traffic nightmare as intersection or 67 and 
Geneva needs light 

progressive and realistic 
same, w/ enhancements to current 
high value offerings nice, quiet- fun to visit 

town next to Lake Geneva on Geneva Lake Quiet town on Geneva Lake same as 14 above 

Just outside the tourist traps, but the feel of 
a residential community without the big box 
stores. and long term renting opportunities 

Unknown to must as its a pass through or 
place to stop for a short visit 

Everything is really good-except the loud 
music at Restaurant 290 

It is already here. Many Swedes and 
Norwegians- a large Scandanavian 
Restaurant and Gift Shop- 9:00AM to 
10:00PM weekly fish boils. A really 
great Scandanavian themed 
restaurant and gift butik 

town beach, parks, parking and launch for 
boaters and fisherman all sensational. we 
just need to attract wives of the fishermen. 

a great place to raise a family and retire see comment #14 see comment #14 

quaint small town   

It's a wonderful community with lots of good 
history and plenty to do. 

Continue to be a friendly family 
oriented community  

small town community friendly and 
neighborly I feel the Bay is what it should be 

A little "uppity" town (trendy), small 
community with a great foundation. Good for 
raising kids. 

small lake community that caters to slow-
paced tourists and established or part-time 
residents 

small lake community that caters to 
families and tourists alike 

slow-paced, small town, lake community, the 
"anti- Lake Geneva 
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Williams Bay is where families live that are 
full-time residents of the area. 

The above plus retail shops with more 
restaurants. New places- "remodel", 
landscaping, facades. 

Williams Bay is where families live that are 
full time residents of the area. Good school 
and neighborhoods/ sub divisions. 

anti- growth, traditional, exclusive, charming, 
preserving a small-town way of life, pro-
environment, high community involvement 

Preserve the small town, Midwest way 
of life while making it possible for 
visitors to participate in and share in 
that life. A good place to live. 

nice place to live current identity is good 
perception of others is that it is a great place 
to live. 

A good place to live small not over 
developed, close to larger towns, cities, 
shopping laid back. 

Improvements in downtown. Some of 
the business buildings are in major 
need of improvement. keep small town 
atmosphere. A nice place to live and weekend. 

It's a beautiful place to be living, outside 
activities, friendly neighbors, great place to 
walk, its wonderful wildlife, Thank goodness 
its not like Lake Geneva with the traffic!! 

It should stay the same. That's whats 
great about it! Same as 14. 

Quaint, charming, to outsiders, I've heard it 
is a harder place to "fit in" :( 

Quaint, charming, willing to grow w/ 
good changes 

Also, I've heard others talk about the Bay 
being unwilling to change in good directions- 
change is often ousted in meetings unless it 
pressed continually. 

clean, quiet, friendly, small town no change same 

lovely small resort town in idyllic setting same not sure, similar to above 

great downtown needs a plan 
great place t. mive- full time summer 
resons  

Alote of people don't know it exists. My 
perception is small town America. Always 
see kids riding bikes, walking to the beach. I 
think you'd see more if Route 67 was 
moved. I think the amount of semi and dump 
trucks coming through town is utterly 
ridiculous. 

Like I said small town America. It's 
always kind of had a harbor town feel. 
Like Cabot Cove (murder she wrote) 
People should be able to walk and 
bike without big truck roaring by. 
*Why are there 2 gravel pits on 67 
going into the Bay? 

Most people I know from out of the area 
don't perceive it as a town really. Just a way 
to get to Fontana. 

Friendly community. 
Safe community. 
Struggling downtown. 
Somewhat fearful of growth. 

A good place to live that serves the 
needs of its residents. A nice community. 

Quiet north side of Geneva Lake. Same Don't Care 

We are the sleepier side of the Lake, where 
people can enjoy Geneva Lake, without 
Lake Geneva Same Same 

Best small town in Wisconsin! 
Small, quiet, quant and charming with 
lot of green space; wild life and nature. 

The perks of Lake Geneva without the traffic 
and crowds. 

Excellent. It is the one community on the 
Lake that has not given in to massive 
development and tourist dollars. 

The same as it presently is-a 
community that values the enviroment 
and history over tourist dollars and 
commercial development. 

A good place to live with good schools and a 
small town feel. 

Quiet, Quaint, Safe Quiet, Quaint, Safe Same 
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We absolutely LOVE Williams Bay! IT's like 
a gem in the chaos of the area. It's calm and 
quaint and we love enjoying the peaceful 
atmosphere. We also love how it's mostly 
park & nature preserve down by the lake! 

See above, it's perfect already! If it 
became busy with stores and 
restaurants it would definitely take 
away from the town and it's charm. 

Everyone I've talked to live it too. I can't say 
I've inquired too much of others perceptions 
though. 

A small town that does not encourage 
growth-retail or population. 

Small shops with local artisans 
creations. Organizations presenting 
special events which is already being 
done. 

Beach and boat launch giving access to 
Geneva Lake. 

Wish more businesses could stay afloat.  
Quaint. On the lake but not as busy as Lake 
Geneva. 

Very small town, not much going on 
Small town with charm, with 
shopping/food etc not sure 

Calm & quiet-unlike Lake Geneva business 
& traffic. Same as above Uncertain 

Too many tourists that take up our 
restaurants, village events & beach since 
the years Rte 50 was closed & cars were 
detoured thru Wms. Bay 

A nice pleasant small vlg. to live in 
without all the tourists. Private beach 
ONLY for home owners. Resort town 

Peaceful and homey Peaceful and welcoming Rich people only live here 

Quiet Rural Small Town Same 
(outside of this area) Most people of W.B. 
don't know 

A nice village with friendly people. 
It should be a quiet and friendly 
village. 

A nice relaxing village and high priced 
housing. 

NICE LOW KEY ANSWER TO LAKE 
GENEVA ON THE SAME BEAUTIFUL 
LAKE. SEE ABOVE. SAME 

closed and tight-knit. A bit more 
conservative than necessary yet generally 
appreciative of the natural feel of 
surrounding area 

less conservative and to accentuate 
the natural beauty it has particularly 
the "kish". Attract the younger crowd. see #14 

good small, cozy community 
good vacation area & clean lake-hope it 
stays that way 

wonderful 
small simple great place to spend 
some time in ? 

Doesn't have one. Great library & a few 
restaurants & shops but businesses dont 
always have staying power. A quaint community on the Lake a midpoint between L.Geneva & Fontana 

GOOD STAY THE SAME ? 

Conservative, small town living  same as #14 

The "quiet" community on the Lake same as above same as above 

quiet, small town, easy living 
same, keep tourist #s lower than Lake 
Geneva/Fontana see #14 

Friendly, quiet village with slow pace and 
quality neighborhoods. Clean, safe, quality 
k-12 school same-no change same as #14 
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Quaint village. Spends tax dollars foolishly. 
Water-liquid gold. Closed minded. Minority 
of people targeted yet majority are summer 
people & should have more say-so in 
decision making. 

Without summer residents the Bay 
would not survive. Taxes too high. more equality for summer residents. 

Bedroom & second home residential 
community 

small town residential (not a typical 
suburb) rural/lake/suburban 

We love Williams Bay-the small town feel 
but I am disappointed in the lack of support 
of community sports such as soccer.   

It is a beautiful town-everyone who visits is 
overwhelmed. nature & its beauty.  

 
Friendly home town-somewhere 
everyone would like to live in 

home town feeling beautiful lake-great rest. 
friendly atmosphere & a lot to do without all 
the trafic like in Lake Geneva. 

Small lake town with good schools; prefers 
to stay small and somewhat exclusive. Not 
as touristy as Lake Geneva and wants to 
stay that way. 

Small lake town with good schools 
and OUTREACH-food pantry, or 
community kitchen, environmental 
awareness (composting, solar panels), 
multilingual offerings for local paper. 
More multicultural food/grocery. same as 14 

Awesome-love it here! 
Same-nice small town feel close to 
bigger towns "The bay"-smaller version of Lake Geneva 

comfortable and safe welcoming and supportive quiet 

Quiet lake town with some nice restarunts 
but not too many businesses 

A quiet outdoor recreational town, 
beach, nature paths, add bike paths 
please (: Same as #14 

-retirement & vacation homes -seasonal -
sleepy town 

-smaller & more charming than LG -
year-round, attractive & affordable 
place for locals to live YEAR-ROUND. 
Activities/Events & retail open all year! 

Quieter than LG vacation spot not a lot 
(other than the lake) going on 

we love it here the way it is ?  

Fine the way it is-preserve character it 
currently has. The Women's Bay Women's 
Banquet & long standing traditions are 
testament to the backbone of values this 
community represents. Community and 
connectedness. 

Focused on values: community, 
education, recreation, volunteerism-
giving to others 

As in #15 A great place to raise a family A 
great place to live. educated people-strong 
historical influence of Yerkes & ties to U. 
Chicago 

summer people & families seeking a quiet, 
friendly enviroment same same 

 day trip destination  

 Fine as is  

Quiet, peaceful and friendly town. Stay the same. Can't say- 

peaceful quality living same as above same as above 

Love it here-just need DOG PARK & better 
dining!! Home town feel!! Beautiful, quiet, upscale area 
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nice small town on beautiful lake   

small town by the lake  sleep village by the lake 

sleepy town sleepy town vacations spot 

Stifeled - Needs more to do for kids and 
adults, such things as beaches (I know we 
have one), parks with picnic areas and play 
equipment, etc. Also a frisbee golf course. 

More fun things to do and more 
shopping (grocery and other) 

Quiet and upscale community. Also friendly 
people. 

Perfect As is Don't know, doesn't matter! 

Perfect! Just as it is. Low key, friendly, quiet. Nice place. 

Quiet, peaceful, beautiful community, great 
place to live and raise children Same as #15. Quality of life stressed. Same as #14 

Small town with zero vision for future 
interest. Stuck in the 70's! 

A destination: Restaurants, specialty 
shops, attractive landscaping, updated 
building facades 

My grandparents and parents came to the 
bay when I was a kid. Still living in the past. 

Love the small town feel, quiet and access 
to the lake  Same as 14 

quiet, stagnant community small fishing village with quaint shops stagnant 

Basically a "bedroom community" 
The same - perhaps an improved town 
centre, parking would help. Tourism 

sleepy, drive by town, unable to attract/keep 
new business, summer vacation homes 
w/part time residents, not very progressive. 

Quaint, small town, with A FEW MUST 
STOP attractions, stops, restaurants, 
and sites so folks want to drive in from 
Lake Geneva or Fontana for for the 
day or 2!! YEAR ROUND!! 

Nice place, but no real reason to go there 
unless you own a summer home/condo. 

I don't think there is a strong identity-it's very 
piece meal. 

It should stay smaller + quiet-away 
from the hectic lake Geneva. It could 
identify as "the quiet side"-as 
Sturgeon Bay in door county, but with 
a little more options for food and 
recreation than we currently have. not sure-a sleeper I suppose. 

The best part of the lake- &the prettiest TRANQUILL Quaint 

wonderful community! keep it quiet and friendly to vistors 

Great-when I told people I moved to 
Williams Bay last year (from Michigan) 
everyone that knew the community said 
"youre in the best place to live around Lake 
Geneva!" 

vacation get away since winters are like a 
ghost town unsure? Same as #14 

sweet town same ? 

Lovely place to live not commercial keep small town atmosphere ? 

sleepy, laid back "mayberry" sleepy, laid back "mayberry" as above 

very unidentifiable-unwelcoming. an area to 
just pass through. 

downtown area with charm & 
welcoming personality. not a vibrant, successful area. boring. 
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fair stay the same tourist attraction 

Don't change. I moved to a village, want it to 
stay a village! Foolish Question! Don't know, Don't Care. 

small town, lake life, rural town 
more beach/lakefront activity and 
focus. 

A small town on Lake Geneva. Rural, 
farmers, local business owners. 

status que. 

A place to live in Harmony w/ lake, 
nature and local events to encourage 
tourism, healthy lifestyle and 
retirement. 

Vacation destination, vacation homes and 
slow pace living. 

Good small town values Keep as is Same as above 

small town remain a small town  

The bay is NOT Illinois, burning bans, 
fences around dumpsters (just downtown) 
some of the rules are rediculous 

more rural, golf courses, no more 
subdivisions  

small town feel, great education same some believe it is excluding to others 

strongly discourages business/retail 
development. Turns down most projects. 

Encourage and give incentives for 
new businesses to come into the Bay 
to increase the tax base. 

Stuck in the 1970's. Nothing here but the 
lake and a couple of restaurants. 

Very nice place and not too crowded (yet). same same 

Quiet, welcoming, but needs a stronger tax 
base, AKA, downtown needs businesses 
and well-maintained buildings. 

A quaint little village where you can 
spend the day walking by the lake, 
visiting some small shops, and 
meeting friends for lunch. Boating-beach 

Excellent school system. Downtown could 
be spruced up. As we grow, we are losing 
our small town feel. Friendly small town. A good place to raise a family. 

Sleepy little town that does not like change. 
Too many vacant retail spots. Rundown 
bldgs that need improvement. 

Revitalize downtown, use vacant lot 
by fire station. Get some retail to last! 
Downtown could be boutique shops, 
restaurants with service and other 
businesses expanded along 67 to 50. 

A bit rundown, seedy even, but comfortable 
atmosphere. Great lakefront, needing better 
access to grocery, retail needs. 

Cute, little town with a few things to do 
Hidden gem, must see, lucky to live 
here Cute little town with a few things to do. 

We really like the improved boat launch and 
new signs!! Williabay shores needs to clean 
up wooded area near road to look like the 
preserve in front of the Beach 
(Kishwauketoe)! (this would look really nice 
for the bay!) 

Continue to improve beach front and 
parks! Tree's need to be trimmed up 
for better views of the lake! peaceful, easy, relaxed!! 

Behind the times Small town - Big Heart Stuck in time and falling behind 

narrow minded - lack of foresite and future 
needs nature and outdoor activies  

"sleepy hollow" more or less as it is "Mayberry" 

People are friendly. Everything is close by 
and accessible. 

Promote recreational and 
nature/environmental oriented. Not sure. It's not something we talk about. 
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The last beachfront on Geneva Lake not 
encumbered by massive corporate 
development. A friendly town with a great 
community feel! 

Williams Bay needs to be the 
community in the future where growth 
is severely limited, and the public 
beachfront and Kishwauketoe Nature 
Conservancy is kept pristine. 

My neighbors wish for Williams Bay to 
remain as it is, a great community centered 
around a fantastic natural resource. This 
needs to be preserved. 

It's fine No changes  

A PEACEFUL, SMALL TOWN IDENTITY 
SURROUNDED BY BEAUTIFUL GENEVA 
LAKE AND KISHWAUKETOE NATURE 
CONSERVANCY SAME! 

MOST RESIDENTS I KNOW FEEL SAME 
AS #14 

If you were not born here 50 to 70 years 
ago, you are a "newcomer", (and always will 
be!)   

A quiet village and would prefer to keep it 
this way Quaint village 

A nice quiet village of the shores of Geneva 
Lake 

It is a "bedroom community" Quiet - safe Families, fishing, use of beach 

Poor cousin city on the lake. Not classy like 
Fontana or Geneva.   

Very Good! Quiet place between Lake 
Geneva and Delavan. 

Small high quality town! Great shops, 
food and they support their 
residences. Make WB a wow town - 
needs dressing up! 

Very nice place to live, but needs more 
shops to attract more single family homes. 

Quiet, great place to raise a family. 
Untapped potential downtown. (Shore Club - 
vacant, ugly empty lot building falling a part). 

The best kept secret on Geneva Lake. 
The village should not try to be Lake 
Geneva but it should continue to 
develop businesses like B&B and Pier 
290. great community in a beautiful area 

small town small town upscale small town 

Has no identity. That's the problem. Nice 
homes but no downtown. Not enough 
residence to sustain a healthy downtown 
core. No core, to many vacant lots. 

Residential small town with a 3 or 4 
block commercial area 

Residential still leaning towards summer 
resident majority. 

Beach access - otherwise it is only a 
bedroom community. 

More self sustaining - less isolated. It 
should not be necessary to travel 
miles for a drug store, grocery store, 
etc. 

Bedroom community and vacation homes. 
Every time you get an up-beat business, 
they cannot make it - because the residents 
by necessity shop elsewhere 

Town that maintains village atmosphere - 
doesn't overbuild to become "tourist 
destination". Same - not a destination place  

 Quaint  

A great place to live! Same as above Same as above 

Nice small town on a great lake setting but 
away from the crazy atmosphere of Lake 
Geneva. Nice community with a good school 
and friendly village atmosphere. I think it is what it should be. I think others agree with above identity. 

bright, beautiful, busy summer 
dark, quiet, lonely after Christmas 

I see no forthcoming changes after 63 
years as a "year around" resident. same as above (14-15) 
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Great place, Quiet, Peaceful, Like the small 
town atmosphere, local pride (i.e., Memorial 
Day Service) keep its current charm a nice Wisconsin village 

very positive vacation too small 

changing for the better   

A quiet town A quiet town A quiet town. Nothing much to see or do. 

quiet, residential bedroom community 
quiet community with great lake and 
KNC 

quiet side of Lake Geneva - a gem without 
the glitz 

Point between Lake Geneva and Fontana 
Destination point for shoppers and 
tourists Point between Lake Geneva and Fontana 

very satisfied small village small village 

Great place to live! Very well governed has 
everything the charm of small town living 
offers Just what it currently is 

A wonderful and charming place to live or 
visit 

Good. We enjoy the peaceful location and 
low key lifestyle. 

Just as it is. Quiet yet near to all the 
resort fun without all the conjustion. Nature loving restful lake area. 

small town atmosphere small town atmosphere small town atmosphere 

My son who grew up here called it a "sleep 
little village, great place to grow up". I enjoy 
the peacefulness, beauty, walking by the 
lake, friendly people and the size 

I hope it remains small. No need to 
increase in tourism or retail. All of that 
is nearby. We don't need it here. 

I think others perceive it to be the special 
place it is! 

Small quaint town on the quiet side of 
Geneva Lake As above No opinion 

Quiet and beautiful town setting. Pace of life 
leisurely. 

Strengthening its current/historical 
identity. Don't become Lake Geneva 
(city) Same 

It is a quiet town in Wisconsin on beautiful 
Lake Geneva See #14 See #14 

Most friends and visitors like it the way it is. Just exactly as is. 

My friends who do not live in the Bay envy 
me. Moving, however, has disadvantages of 
a personal nature. 

has none Geneva Lake Bay Small town 

The forgotten community on Geneva Lake, 
which is a good thing. See above Lake Geneva West 

Small cozy village, friendly w/ great lake 
access, activities. 

Same as above with a bit more "life" to 
downtown. Mid-size grocery store 
(Aldi-type) would be nice.  

A laid-back, decent place See above See above 

Nice quiet little village Same as above Don't know 
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I love the Bay! We love Yerkes, the beautiful 
lake front and that we can live in a village 
that does not have all the hustle and bustle 
of Lake Geneva. It's nice not having to deal 
with the crowds of people. Love the nature 
that is allowed to thrive here. I always tell 
people that living here is like living in a 
Disney movie! Love of nature and culture. 

I don't know. All I do know is that when you 
tell people that you live in the Bay, they are 
always impressed and tell you just how lucky 
you are to live here. We are truly the jewel in 
this area. 

Quaint, friendly, rural place Same Same and tourist destination 

It is home. It would benefit from more 
organic farming education and LGBT 
presence. We love this town truly. It is pure 
peace safety and sanctuary. Sanctuary of nature Hidden jewel of peace and prosperity 

Odd mix of locals and Chicagoans, without 
much to do without a boat or if you don't 
fish. 

Small, quiet village on the lake away 
from the Lake Geneva tourists. 

Someplace between Lake Geneva and 
Fontana. 

Quiet, friendly, personable. Not commercial 
like Lake Geneva #14 above 

Quaint little town not a lot of development all 
over the place 

A small, quiet, friendly place to live and visit. Same as #14 above similar to #14 above 

Quiet and beautiful. Love that there are no 
wells and septic. Quiet and beautiful. Peaceful and convenient 

Enjoyment as is unaware 

small "like things the way they are" 
community 

small "inviting" glad to get to know you 
community 

Nice place - friendly people live there ... but 
it's hard to "break in" and join the community 

Rural lake town Rural lake town Rural lake town 

Small quiet village Wi 
Small quiet village with great 
retaurants and outdoor activity options  

not sure it has one. small town. good 
boating 

Place to go to do enjoyable things and 
eat, recreate 

Nothing there unless you want and launch 
your boat 

selling out to open enrollment and some 
(specific) business owners 

small town community that is 
committed to its residents 

A place to send their kids to school without 
having to participate or pay taxes 

Small village with a few nice stores and 
restaurants Not change. It will never be L Geneva 

Small village with a few nice stores and 
restaurants 

clean and safe pretty area clean comfortable nice looking same as above 

nice small town Part of Lake Geneva Part of Lake Geneva 

Very good - growing but slowly A retreat from the big city ideas! The quiet village between the large cities. 

It is absolutely 100% superb. It is wonderful 
that we have so many activities throughout 
the year. The size of the village is perfect. 
More housing will not improve the quality of 
life here. 

A small village where people know 
one another, participate in community 
organizations like Lions/Civic League 
and support one another and have a 
lot of the lake and Kishwauketoe. ? don't know and don't care. 

Pleasant - safe- friendly Same Same 
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Our perception of Williams Bay is that it has 
more of a resort town feel rather than a 
"small town" feel. 

We hope that Williams Bay will begin 
to feel like more of a community 
minded, family oriented city and not 
just a hot spot for lake activity and 
tourists. 

Some may perceive Williams Bay as a resort 
town and not a place where people are 
raising their children. 

The lakefront/KNC/Yerkes Same Same 

It's not Lake Geneva. Smaller with lots to 
offer. See above  

Clean, respectful small town - limited 
"outside" visiting tourists (like Lk Geneva 
used to be before they wanted expanded 
tourism) 

Clean, semi quiet w/ 
restaurants/entertainment and 
respectful small town locals. 

A place to park free - fill boat launching 
"daily" with non residents boaters 

Holding its own. Calm, safer    

Very good Small town not too commercial Little Lake Geneva 

A village that is stagnet or going downhill. 
Wouldn't want parking metors. 

A village up-to-date -- friendly people 
that look after each other. Safe for 
everyone. 

I don't know as I've not lived here long 
enough. 

Going down. Shops, restaurants closing. Beautiful bay, lakefront Cheapest of 3 villages and least desirable 

Bland, old tired town, no vibrant feelings - 
doesn't feel lakey. 

Charming, attractive and (illegible) 
downtown an event - instead of "Ho-
Hum" Nothing but restaurants, boat landing 

beautiful waterfront, seasonal events, no 
shopping, car congestion 

friendly community that supports 
beautiful waterfront and nature areas, 
and seasonal events small town Wisconsin 

Small resort and residential town Just that The same 

Friendly, small town feel, rural, improving Keep it the same 

"Motorcyclists and occasional visitors" think 
they can come here and be roudy and leave 
their messes in our area. Families enjoy the 
conveniences WB has to offer and much 
fewer crowds than town of Lk Geneva 

 quaint village rich people 

NA NA, new resident 
tight community, happy place! 
relaxing 

very nice safe small town same as above to expensive to own home 

small town with good schools, friendly 
neighbors, and a wide cross section of 
residents' backgrounds. I was impressed 
that WB created KNC right in its heart and 
that the board stopped the University of 
Chicago's development at Yerkes. What it is. 

Some folks in the new developments seem 
to think it should be like a suburb of a large 
city. I doubt those in the older parts of town 
would agree. I do not. 

Bedroom community and vacation place. 
Place to enjoy a great lake and nature. Same as above  

downtown could use more shops and 
restaurants  NA sure 

small version of Cook County, Illinois   
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Nice amenities, friendly village, not overbuilt, 
sense of community 

Don't overbuild - less intimacy and 
friendly feel  

safe, small, quiet, residential and friendly 
safe, small, quiet, residential and 
friendly small , quiet, residential, friendly 

It's why we moved here Why change perfect  

small town 
small town feel without major retail. 
Small shops only. Same as it is.  

I like that it is not as tourist focused as L.G. Welcoming small town The best place on the lake to LIVE 

Quaint resot town near Lake Geneva (town) 
on Geneva Lake same same 

Not sure - by living here, it seems like we 
are part resort town, part family/residential. 

Also not sure - I think that due to the 
location/lake, resort town/residential is 
what we are destined to be 

Resort town - anyone who doesn't live here 
thinks of us like Fontana 

It is more relaxed environment than 
downtown lake Geneva. 

Williams Bay current identity is 
perfect.  

A town that doesn't want any growth 
Small town feeling with big town 
amenities Resort town, small town feel 

Beautiful small town atmosphere Friendly, small town atmosphere Small resort town 
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Appendix K 
Additional Comments for #17 

 
How do you find out about events in the village? 
Other (specify): _____________________________________________________________ 
Note: comments have not been edited and appear as written/typed 

 

Our little library & its librarians (x3) 
Longtime family history since 1920's 
Online 
Dip in the bay  
Our real estate agents newsletter   
Terry's barbershop  
Email   
Neighbors  
Post office usually not up to date/ missing phone numbers of dept. and people see it 
going on via internet  
mostly through others  
get rid of this do 1 electronic informational sign, signage out of control. junkie looking. 
sandwitch board too many  
village emails  
children have lake homes in the area  
Being on the village board   
Program Guide- WBRec.Dept. (mostly),  
Rec Dept. emails  
WBBA Web-site  
I don't magazines  
UCC church fliers and posters at the library and post office 
Beacon excellent source (x5)  
Newspaper, the weekender newspaper is best.  
The website is not always up to date or inclusive of all local/nearby events  
FB would be nice to have one website or Fcbook page to go to, we rarely know about 
events! 
mailings  
"traditional" memory Fireworks in August... Fun Run 4th of July weekend...  
Family members live here  
Go past Geneva Lake and see whats happening  
visit Walworth county website 
Belfy theatre has been a great addition to W.B.!!!  
need central electronic message board  
Bob Hansen  
My family rarely comes to visit - because the events and businesses do not attract 
them.   
Word-of-mouth,  
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*need banners over road for events   
local magazines and Internet  
Parks district (Rec Ctr) website, WBBA website  
More Facebook and Twitter announcements  
please provide a local Williams Bay paper with more information from local citizens  
I know by being here fore 15 yrs  
as new residance it's hard to hear/see news about activities going on in the area  
Post Office travel guides, etc.  
family     
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Appendix L 
Complete Responses for #24  

 

Question 24: Other comments or suggestions you would like to make. 

Note: comments have not been edited and appear as written/typed 

 

1.     Need all way stop signs at 67 and Geneva St. downtown 

2.     Keep the rural, small town atmosphere, without big boxes & crowds 

3.     The bike/walking path along Theatre road should be the village's priority. It'll help bring all the 

new subdivisions together and help bring residents to the downtown area for shopping, 

restaurants, and fun. It also is a public health issue where putting in the bike lane 

ENCOURAGES residents to choose a more active lifestyle, making us a healthy village as a 

whole. Bike paths also raise property values, so the tax base benefits. So it's a win win win for 

everyone. (Especially my kids who LOVE biking to school, the beach, friend's houses, etc...) 

4.     Encourage development/annexation along Hwy 50 and as much as we hate Big Box 

development it would be great to see a Menard's between Delevan and Lake Geneva (the Bay is 

the perfect spot). Encourage more development and strive for more diverse ownership of 

downtown property (a tough one I know). Opportunity abounds along 67 from Geneva 

north....could be a downtown mix of restaurants and an inn/b&b that is nice alternative to Lake 

Geneva parking issues and crowds. 

5.     Please leave our village with nice open green space. Don't allow big development or crowding 

with multi-residential housing (condos, apartments, town homes). Don't ruin our beautiful night 

sky with big lights lighting up parking lots. 

6.     The downtown area could use some new construction! Leave Theatre road alone. 

7.     I really like the small town feel and friendly atmosphere of Williams Bay, I hope it does not 

change 

8.     Thank you for keeping the Bay the gem that it is! 

9.     No one walks on theater Road To school all they do is cross the street from the subdivisions 

10. None 

11. No parking on Theater rd by the baseball/ soccer field. signs are already up but currently 

ignored ! 

12. I absolutely love it here! I don't want to see any major changes. I'd kind of like to see its future 

as "the town that time forgot." Keep its wholesome family atmosphere! 

13. Need a corner street light at Geneva st. And 50 
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14. City hall counsel needs to be more educated on improvements not what they want but what 

citizens want 

15. 1.) Not building a fire station on the far northwest side of the village. Build one that is centrally 

located. 2) Enforcement of truck traffic that comes in from the east. 3) treat all residents the 

same. Don't favor one side of town. 

16. You do not need to do a lot, but what you do do, do it right. 

17. Really love living in "The Bay." Suggestions are ideas I have but it's great the way it is! 

18. The lake smells like dead fish and has lots of seaweed where you're supposed to swim. Need 

better cleaning, maintenance. 

19. My wife was born amd raised in the Bay. Ive lived in Geneva most of my life. Im delighted to 

have moved to Williams Bay. Best choice for raising a family. 

20. There are already to many vacant strip mall in the area. What makes you think you could do 

any better. I don't think you can. We have seasonal residents. Think about it. 

21. Maybe a paddle board rental place would be nice to use. 

22. Dip in the bay is to villagers as wonderful as a walk on the beach 

23. I love Williams Bay! 

24. Need side on Southshore road along old golf course. 

25. The string lights on the businesses downtown look really nice at night. Christmas decorations 

could be improved. 

26. Nothing 

27. Build band shell at Soccer Fields Theater Rd 

28. Thank you for pulling this together. I hope to receive all the results! 

29. Village employees are very professional and hard working. 

30. Please address safety of pedestrians on Theatre Road. As the subdivisions grow in that area, 

Theatre Road will continue to be used by bikes and pedestrians. It is the responsibility of the 

village to accommodate the safety of its residents if they are going to allow and benefit from 

growth on the west side of the village. 
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31. Please leave beach house restrooms/showers open later in the evening. We also need to do 

more to develop/maintain the beach area. It is a main attraction and we have no concessions, it 

is not well maintained. Fontana Beach puts it to shame. Also, there should be a place for 

launching of kayaks/SUPs that does not cost the same as a motorized boat. We could have a 

seasonal kayak/SUP/canoe pass that is a reasonable amount. The sidewalks walking down 

Geneva street are terrible and need to be fixed. We should also police the bushes along that 

area and mandate that they homeowners maintain them to not infringe on the walkable area of 

the sidewalk. Theatre Road also needs to be made walkable for the school kids using it. We 

need to encourage growth of this community and not dwell on the quaint, quiet little community 

reputation where there is no change/development. We can maintain the small feeling, but still be 

somewhat progressive in our growth opportunities and tourism opportunities. We have a 

fantasitic town and it should not be kept such a secret! 

32. Err on the side of less signage.... WAY too many between the fire house and theatre going on 

67... 

33. I would like to see something similar to the keg room reoccupy that site 

34. I live on Lakewood Drive and Theater Road....I see the school children everyday! There is NO 

safety concerns regarding more sidewalks...rumble strips, etc. I have asked to fill a survey out 

repeatedly, 4 times now, denied each time! Now I have completed one and I don't want our 

beautiful Rosd torn apart, trees cut, berms added, completely unneeded!!!!! 

35. Please - the Calvary church road is so bad on the bay side. It has been like this for years. I 

use it just about every day. Not fun - or good for the car. 

36. I like the overall feel of Williams Bay, however there could be more done to improve the 

downtown area. Hopefully this wouldn't come at a cost of increased tourism or loss of the small 

town feel. 

37. The downtown area needs some new structures. 

38. We moved here with our kids as young adults. They have all loved it here-and chosen to buy 

homes in the bay!! Grandkids-great education!! 

39. keep our town simple and quant 

40. Don't change too much! We like small town character with great schools. 

41. Ensure the old elementry school remains a low traffic building and maintain all of the green 

space. NO condos, apartments, or adult education/secondary school-no parking! 

42. Village or Bus.Assoc. take over weeding & maintance of 3 welcome to Wms Bay signs-they 

are a disgrace 

43. TRY TO KEEP EXPENSES IN LINE, NO MORE SCHOOL FUNDING; KEEP RETIREMENT 

FUNDS FROM EXPLODING. REMEMBER DEMAND FOR THESE AREAS IS NOT 

INCREASING. NOTE LENGTH OF TIME TO SELL. TAXES! TAXES! 
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44. 1. Lets be a leader in the enviornment & stop having fireworks. 2.carry in-carry out for 

garbage in the parks to eliminate garbage/flies/junk-or need to have a village employee pick up. 

45. Stop pissing $ away at school district! 

46. Lets do what we can to enhance family, village life and not look to being a tourist mecca. 

47. We have enjoyed our time in Williams Bay immense 

48. Please always take in consideration the effects any change or addition will have for the 

permanent residents of the Bay (-: 

49. Love Williams Bay! alot of goof people doing good things! 

50. Thanks for asking residents-good luck! 

51. We truly love calling William Bay home. Thanks for asking for feedback from residents. 

52. *Small businesses should have incentives-not rent too high to drive out 

*eye soar corner lot/empty too long- 

*Encourage small business to come 

*Involve youth on Village Boards 

*Create one rep. from each Club/organization for common strength; (Lions Civic League, school, 

church, etc.)   

53. need to encourage businesses to make it affordable for locals to use them so they don't 

change hands so often. Some buildings are an eye sore (across from Clearwater) and the gravel 

parking lot downtown could be better used. Community garden! 

Work w/school to teach kids how to grow food, sustainability. Would like to see an increase in 

local businesses working w/school-work study, trades, life skills rest.-business & school should 

work together! 

54. none-actually, a Walgreens would be nice 

55. I am a new resident of Williams Bay and moved here to take advantage of a beautiful lake 

view and great area. 

56. keep it small 

57. I wish my husband to get a residents cost for a fishing and hunting license. 

58. Very nice living here/ only bad is my neighbor throws dog poop over his fence towards my 

back yard-need village advance. 

59. Lower Taxes!!! 

60. It would be advantageous for WBBA to reach out to young parents to get involved to help 

village grow 
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61. I think the downtown needs a facelift, but no big box stores. would lose the small town feel. 

62. Please don't entract with Charter again 

63. Fix up East Geneva St. from Lakefront to Bells Store. When driving into town, that area looks 

rather worn down and dumpy! 

64. NEED FOR PARKING METERS-may discourage so much traffic. The word is out-come to 

Wims. Bay & "park free". As a resident, many times we cannot find a parking space. Non-

residents are using resident parking areas. Nothing is being done about it??? 

65. Current building owners who rent retail space don't improve buildings. They ARE 

INADEQUATE + possibly dangerous 

66. I JUST THINK THE VILLAGE CARES AND DOES A TERRIFIC JOB IN MAINTAINING AND 

KEEPING EVERYTHING PLEASANT. 

67. Definitely need a grocery store like a Sentry- currently cannot get lettuce for a salad (an 

example) also, if store could carry a few items for home repairs 

68. we are not Lake Geneva or Illinois. Keep the small town atmosphere. We've done fine without 

you. 

69. I've always had a "vacation" here with my parents and grandparents- on a weekend, summer 

and fall with my family in the last 40 yrs 

70. Reroute 67 Down 7 to 50 

71. A local grocery store would be successful!! (other than green grocer) 

72. Don't mess with a good thing 

73. Looks to me like we are starting from scratch and can only get better. Wake up Williams Bay 

Please! 

74. Thank you! 

75. better maintenance on the beach, parts are all rocks, better maintence on the beach house, 

stop non-resident free use after hours 

76. High priority: keep the bay simple, low key and natural! 

77. Would love to see an affordable golf course again at The George Williams course. A par 3 

would be great, even just 9 holes or a "short course" Something small for practice and beginners 

that takes less time and $ than other courses around here. 

78. expand boat launch to accommodate non-motorized boats, kayaks, boards, keep out resort, 

hotel development 
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79. the property owners seem to think that overgrown weeds on the villages easement belong on 

their property. 

it is a shame that a few people who have lived here 'forever' hijack the village's potential to 

protect their self imposed right and keep the village form becoming a true inspirational town to 

live in. 

80. more shops needed, but keep it quaint. 

81. do not be such a push over to big events taking over like the triatholon or the snow mobile 

displays "keep it local" 

add: festival of trees mum sales to bay events - thanks 

82. don't change too much! 

83. love the bay 

84. would like to thank those at village hall etc. for always taking care of any needs in a most 

cordial and pleasant way 

85. more parking 

86. WOULD LIKE TO SEE AS LITTLE CHANGE AS POSSIBLE 

87. allow golf carts on all streets and roads within the village 

88. Trick is keeping the same character and feel that the village has now without raising taxes 

any more its expensive enough now 

89. OTHER THAN PERHAPS A CARWASH AND SMALL GROCERY AND HARDWARE STORE 

ALL IS GOOD! NO BIG CHAIN STORES PLEASE. 

90. great place to live! 

91. #18 other: make school district pay for improvements 

92. please have a free launch area for paddleboards and kayaks. towns that have a free spot to 

launch town of, lake Geneva (separate from boat launch), Fontana (away from boat launch) its 

silly to pay $3 for a season pass to beach with hired lifeguards, yet to change $8.50/ day for a 30-

60 min paddleboard note. 

village board is voted to help with improving on community and listening to residents. there is a 

lot of resistance from them when presented with change. 

93. Thank you! Can't wait to see what happens! 

94. Ref #7: Fill ALL vacant residential inventory before approval of add'l residential community 

development 

95. sorry it was not on time- misplaced it! 

96. close the back entrance to the school, will eliminate all problems on theatre rd 

97. our library desperately needs more space! Thank you for soliciting opinions! 
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98. allow golf cart usage for in town transportation 

99. Do not turn Wms.Bay into a Lake Geneva. It is too congested and lots of people we know 

avoid L.G. in the summer because of just that. 

100.                 Don't turn the village into a Lake Geneva or Delavan. Plenty of shopping there. WB is a 

place of peace in this pristine lala environment. Don't change it. Also, we have a great library. 

101.                 add more boating slips 

102.                 I love Williams Bay- need more trees when we build sub-divisions; would love a 

community wi-fi system- cable options suck! 

103.                 I feel blessed to live in a great town like Williams Bay. I plan to live here my entire life. 

104.                 new to community- love to walk to town. keep small town feel but improve appearance 

some run down and empty buildings. 

105.                 hold landlords accountable for appearance of outside properties in downtown 

106.                 Williams Bay offers a very unique experience for the community. I would seek this out if 

I had to live elsewhere but I don't think there is another place like it on the planet. 

107.                 when things are working don't change. 

108.                 fix up the downtown arer 

109.                 Thank you- I am an Illinois resident with a condo in Wms. Bay 

110.                 Long term- we should have Highway 67 rerouted out of Williams Bay. We should 

emphasize and encourage toned-down outdoor lighting; continue to enhance lakefront. Buy 

George Williams Golf Course! 

111.                 better traffic signage or 3 way stop sign/light at 67 and Geneva street please 

112.                 PLEASE DO NOT TRY TO TURN WILLIAMS BAY INTO ANOTHER LAKE GENEVA 

(city) that local residents avoid as much as possible. If you want a city lifestyle- move to the city. 

113.                 The lack of sidewalks- and the sidewalks that the Bay has are in terrible condition! The 

one along Geneva ST/67 should have been replaced when the Rd. was redone! Walworth Ave. 

ARE B AD ALSO. Parks need to be updated. Needs to be a path or walkway along Theatre Rd to 

connect Baily estates to the village/ schools that's where all the development is- bike oath along 

Geneva st past lakefront would be nice as well. 

Proposed fire house on theatre road not a good idea- buy keep property and small contractor 

building and total remodel old station and expand into those lots- make the new firestation the 

center piece of the Bay! 
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114.                 Exploit educational values of Yerkes and George Williams College for educational 

values. These and Kishwauketoe are great for the community. 

115.                 Empty vacant lot is so unsightly as is the children's playground area. New signage 

looks great! Love them. 

116.                 need destination type restaurant/ brew pub need improved traffic management at 67 

and Geneva need more diverse ownership or downtown property 

117.                 Just like swimming and parking passes. I feel for a resident of Williams bay kayak 

launch passes should be low cost. Does not require boat launch and should be encouraged. 

118.                 Go to North Park University at the corners of Foster and Kedzie walk the campus. 

Across foster and Spaulding, is the tre kronor restaurant and Sweden shop. the man and wife 

team that own tre kroner- are full of energy- their restaurant and goft shop have been there for 

decades- they know how to do it.- year around!! 

119.                 would love to see easy bike acess from downtown to end of theatre rd. Fill empty 

storefronts downtown and sell/improve look of empty lot next to fire station 

120.                 Get the water dept billing online. That tiny 1/2 postcard gets lost in junk mail. 

121.                 keep it quiet. not like Lake Geneva and Fontana. 

122.                 I love coming here. 

123.                 I would like to see consideration on property tax allowance for seniors. 

124.                 I love living in WIlliams Bay! I am sorry to see so many businesses fail here but 

wouldn't want it ruined by over- commercialization. Analyze why Clear Waters, Daddy's, Luckes, 

Calamari thrive and others don't. We also really love the Barrett library! 

125.                 do something- finally 

126.                 Need to reduce speed on 67 North to 50 (up the hill) NO truck traffic except deliveries 

and no engine braking (Delevan needs to petition for this) There should be a beach pass 

available to the people who live up on the hill. We do put tax money in your coffers, Something 

reasonable. 

Route 67 needs to be moved. The speed limit reduced. There should be a safe walk, jog, bike 

lane. According to WDOT the town of Delevan needs to petition to have speed reduced. Ive also 

been told there's a way to make a road to exit the back of gravel pits onto Cty F. It would greatly 

improve the Bays image to NOT have dump trucks running through it. And semi trucks re-routed 

to F and catch 67 there. Its scary and noisy. No peace and quiet. My 2 cents. I have contacted 

the WDOT on these matters. Please continue to seek ways to Improve Williams Bay. To me right 

now its just a place to drive through /9our downtown area). If Fontana can do it we can to. I live 

outside of town on the hill but The Bay is my town too THANKS. 
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127.             A few comments... 

Some time ago I heard a representative of a city with a vibrant downtown respond to the question 

"How can other towns replicate your downtown success and attract tourists?" The response was 

something like "make downtown nice for the residents and then tourists will come." 

This is kind of my baseline when I think of what Williams Bay can do to improve. Looking around 

central downtown I see some successful businesses that are well maintained, but also parking 

lots, empty buildings, a vacant lot that is used for a parking lot, and some buildings that need a 

little "sprucing up" 

The former Shore Club needs some attention, specifically weed pulling and pruning. The building 

caddy corner could use some attention in that department as well. Although both properties are 

empty or nearly empty doesn't the owner have a responsibility to maintain the exterior? The small 

lot across the street, the former Keg Room site (that is for sale) and usually peppered with 

parked cars certainly does little to improve the central downtown image. 

Here's a thought....how about the town purchasing the lot, which has languished for years and 

will probably never be developed....turn into a nice, small center-of-town park with walking paths, 

flowers, shrubs and benches where people could sit an enjoy a cup of coffee, talk, visit and just 

enjoy Williams Bay summer, fall, winter and spring. 

My thought is if we can make the town nice for the folks who live and visit here and I think 

business growth will follow. 

THANK YOU. 

128.                 We would love to see a good restaurant go into the Shore Club building, but love the 

cozy feel of WB as it is 

129.                 Sprucing up the downtown area would be great! 

130.                 Would opose any development around Yerkes, Deer Crossing Sign on West Geneva 

St between Stan and Constence St. More speed patrol on West Geneva St. for traffic goign into 

downtown area. 

131.                 Add direct billing of water bill to credit card or checking account withdrawl. The The 

post card gets lost in the mail! 

132.                 The Village needs a recreation center. Turn the former Grade School into a rec center. 

It already has a gym, plenty of space for classes/offices etc. Build a swimming pool at current 

high school for school and community use. 

133.                 We donot want the WIlliams Bay to change! We donot want to live in a Lake Geneva, 

Fontana, or Delavan! "Progress" is Not Progress! 

134.                 The wooden sq./rect/ elevated planter area abutting the boat launch has only weeds in 

it and looks awful! 
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135.                 I moved here from Lk. Geneva and was glad to leave the traffic & noise. W.Bay has 

some of the same access to the lake, and wild places I enjoy visiting. I like the little shops (ice 

cream, coffee, resale/antique). Love the Green Grocer, restaurants, our wonderful library & 

Kishwaukee bike trails. I do lots of biking. Love what the Rec.Center offers: ping pong taichi 

aerobics etc 

136.                 A soccer field. 

137.                 ONE OF THE BEST PLACES IN THE WHOLE WORLD. WOULD BE DAMNED NEAR 

PERFECT W/O THE COLD. 

138.                 promote the "kish" and tell the story of its creation. support/increase of night life. 

dispose of the few remaining vacant and dilapidated homes. police could be a bit more friendly 

and use their sirens a bit less -just doesn't seem necessary for every call. 

139.                 Would like to see out of state people (mostly IL)respect our homes, property & keep 

clean & FOLLOW RULES 

140.                 Lets not try to be like Lake Geneva 

141.                 NONE 

142.                 would love public soccer fields, and a restaurant that is family friendly, less expensive 

and quicker. 

143.                 Like the idea of develop 67 from Lake to 50-would go for big box stores on that route 

144.                 A waste of tax dollars spent on the self addressed envelopes! And, given the option to 

do so survey on line-a total waste of money. SAD. 

145.                 Any changes/additions to theatre road pedestrian should be the responsibility of school 

district, using excess funds from sale of old school & cost avoiding of demolition 

146.                 Thank you for gathering this data 

147.                 Bulk pick up day for garbage (: 

148.                 We moved here because it is beautiful, but slightly less chaotic than Lake Geneva. So 

far, we've been disappointed by the lack of year round things to do & severe lack of downtown 

business variety. Difficult to even find a cup of coffee. Would love to see rec. options for all ages 

& a more diverse set of interests. We are hopeful this is a good place to start & raise a young 

family, but have been a little disappointed so far. 

149.                 preserve history a priority. keep buildings in downtown low rise as opposed to high rise. 

the village is doing a great job. I see no reason to higher businesses or business revenue 
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150.                 An easy solution to the safety on Theatre Road for children is to provide a paid school 

bus for those families within the 1 1/2 mile distance to the school that do not qualify for free bus 

service. There is no reason to accommodate walkers on Theatre Road. 

151.                 Dog Park!! Please or area at Edgewater Park 

152.                 library is great 

you should ask others 

153.                 We built a home here and feel the building ordinances are too strict - such as set back 

rules 

154.                 I live in Prairie View subdivision and work at Mercy on Hwy 50. I leave everyday as kids 

are going to school. No kids are walking, parents are driving them, traffic on Theatre can make it 

difficult to get out of subdivision. Crossing guard hut is UGLY! 

155.                 I think the village needs bike trails/pedestrian walk areas on Bailey and Theater 

especially if we want to continue to host or get more in athletics or others. 

156.                 City needs to help support existing/new biz. qtny news letter/flyer similar to school one 

that advertises biz we have! 

157.                 overall, I think Williams Bay is great 

158.                 Just wondering why businesses at the intersection of the firehouse don't seem to 

succeed. A lot of "for lease" signs. 

159.                 CVS or Walgreens would be nice in the Bay 

160.                 this is a great town. Making it safer for kids to walk & bike would make it even greater. 

161.                 a grocery store would be a great addition! 

162.                 NEED MORE TREES, FLOWER BASKETS OR PLANTERS DOWNTOWN & ALONG 

ROADS. 

163.                 Rumble strips placed approximately two blocks from entry road odd theatre Rd with 

signs school zone speed limit 25 MPH 

164.                 stop sign @ 67 and Geneva street 

165.                 The Village should stay the same. More residents=more taxes. The USA is loaded with 

empty stores. If bigger towns are better why are people/leaving them? 

166.                 Bike lanes on Hwy. 67 too big! 

167.                 Expand outside dining areas to appreciate the beautiful lake area. 

168.                 It was a shame to see George Williams Golf Course go down! 
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169.                 Improve conformance to town regulations regarding dogs (pickup, leashes, etc). 

Find a way to get stoplight at Geneva St./67 corner (urgent). 

170.                 Get the downtown going. Empty buildings are just sad. 

171.     Downtown has a lot of potenticial. 

Too many vacany's. 

Make landlords clean up their building or tear down and rebuild (ex., SW corner of 

Walworth/Geneva) 

172.     Make the village board read survey results and plan accordingly. My impression is that 

some of them "know everything" and don't want citizens' ideas. 

173.     Leave it alone! 

174.     PLEASE MAKE GENEVA ST AND HIGHWAY 67 A 3 WAY STOP - LIKE IN WALWORTH. 

SOMEONE IS GOING TO BE SERIOUSLY INJURED AT THIS INTERSECTION. 

175.     What does Theatre road/kids going to school have to do with the business assoc? School 

board knew where they were building their school(s) and problems getting kids to school before 

they built! School board could have waited 6 months for "Prevailing Wage" to be eliminated and 

saved approx 18-1/2% of $19 million = $3,515,000 approx=and had THE SAME SCHOOL! 

176.     When people drive into Williams Bay from the 3 only roads, make them say wow! "This is a 

really cool little town." Make homeowners clean up their yards and homes. It's better for everyone 

and the village! 

177.     When you consider all that we have available to us in such a small town, the Bay is a great 

place to live and in need of little change. Clean up the eye sores downtown and put in a few 

businesses like GG, ClearWater, CC, and B&B. 

178.     Leave theatre rd alone. The children have to walk in the street to get to theater r. Why do 

they need a sidewalk suddenly? 

179.     I retired to be near family. This village has the potential of being a destination for the arts, 

good restaurants, a lake-side delicatessan! Basicly - it is boring and uninpired. P.S. I plan to 

move to a more progressive area 

180. I feel the bldgs on Walworth & Geneva SW corner need to be improved, real eyesore 

coming in the Bay. 

181. I think the village is a great place to live. We have had job changes that require long 

commute but prefer to drive than move because we love where we live. 

182. Rebuild - Harris Road, please. 

183. Renovate some of the downtown buildings but keep their character and get occupied. 

184. Not enough sports or activities offered for children. Need portapotties near baseball feild 

durning baseball season. The feild house is to far. 
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185. Accommodate aging population of property tax payers in zoning and transportation needs if 

possible. 

186. None 

187. Leave Theatre Rd alone 

188. None at this time 

189. We are happy that Cafe Calamari makes such a positive impact for us and the community 

and many visitors that we meet. 

190. Keep small town atmosphere - don't let the property of the old school be developed into 

residential or commercial use. 

191. The new signs and bike lane have been a good addition. Sad to see the loss of trees by the 

lake. Are we replanting trees? 

192. In the 45+ years I've been coming here the downtown area has not changed. Businesses 

come and most fail. Our meager winter residents cannot support small businesses and summer 

residents come to enjoy the lakefront. 

193. Hate bike lane! Not fair to tax payers living on 67/Geneva St. No parking for them! Bikers 

don't pay to use the lane! Maybe they should have to have a license to use lane! 

194. Williams Bay is the best place to live. I would like to move here full time. I never want to see 

low income housing or apartments. 

195. I highly commend you for this questionnaire. A good idea and I hope useful. 

196. Ask those who travel our streets regularly (re-cycling/garbage trucks, etc.) to monitor 

unsightly trash in/on property. Hire an additional city inspector. 

197. We love living here because it's a nice, quiet village - please leave well enough alone. 

198. Being able to enjoy the birds and wildlife that comes to my yard is one of my greatest 

pleasures. Everyone who visits me that gets lucky enough to share in this experience are always 

so delighted. Please don't destroy this. 

199. None 

200. A local place to meet for LGBT/book clubs/safe haven/farm patches. Weekly live music at 

the lake and arts and crafts from local artist and more local Mom & Pop shops and more fairy 

lights please (like Christmas time) 

201. Wonderful village love it! That's why I came back. But business should open on Tuesdays! 

202. Wms Bay is a really neat place - as is! Bigger isn't better - look at Lake Geneva 

203. I think that WB is a gem in the Lake Geneva area. Even Bell's provides a great place to pick 

up items quickly. 

204. Fix the new signs. They look cheap compared to the old wood signs and the logo in the oval 

isn't nearly as attractive as the old design plus you can't make out what it is from a car on the 
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road. Also, say "Williams Bay" instead of Village of Williams Bay" which is too small to be 

noticeable. 

205. slower snow plowing so not as much snow build up in my front drive way  

206. Don't be in a hurry to make changes. More people always has increased taxes. We have a 

great library, police and rec department. 

207. Crushed limestone biking/jogging path 

The tourists own the lake - give it back to the residents - eliminate any further development on 

shoreline - outlaw all pesticides and fertilizers that are not environmentally safe - clean up this 

beautiful natural resource! 

208. Issues with motorcycles creating severe noise pollution and disturbing the peace of our 

tranquil village, particularly on West Geneva street, please request respectfully more police 

monitoring for high speeds on this residential road and to hold motorcyclists accountable for their 

loud bikes. Thank you. 

209. Good luck with improvements for our community 

210. Survey good idea, People ask(?) to change dramatically Husband Village Pres. twice 

211. I chose WB as it was a small little village with my (illegible) on the lake. A sleepy little place 

that is safe. 

212. Hope to see waterfront park maintained again. Very sad! 

213. the WBBA should recruit, support, and promote the new businesses w/ the village and 

insure the ordinances for vacant properties are enforced 

214. Enforce the laws we have already! 

ALL stop signs at all corners between Harpoon Willlies Rest. and Geneva Rd and Walworth (67?) 

Accident waiting to happen! 

215. At the entrance to the boat launch, a passing lane, westbound, would help get by boaters 

waiting to turn in (probably not feasible eastbound) 

Westbound, at the stop sign in front of Harpoon Willies, traffic often backs up because you can't 

trust the eastbound cars to signal for a left turn. It might help a lot if eastbound had a left turn only 

lane and a straight only lane. Ref Rt 67 in Walworth. Would like to see village do more to educate 

the home and business owners about the dark initiative. Too many homes are excessively lit on 

the outside with light spilling onto adjacent properties. Also there is an almost total lack of 'down 

lighting', which prevents upward lighting of the night sky.  

216. Publish the total results of this survey. 

217. Like everything! 

218. Slow down traffic on Lakewood. Speed bumps? More police monitoring used as a shortcut. 

Speeds over 46 mph. 

We love Williams Bay! 
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219. Beach and park area rules enforced. Speed limits enforced. Geneva St. east of lake needs 

to be safer for pedestrians and cyclists. More garbage cans by lakefront. 

220.    This was a great survey. Thank you. 

221. I'd like our lake ramp to include wave runners 

Schools: encourage recess and teacher creativity 

Keep WB as it is.  

222. Do something for the seniors. Generate an area for the teens. (Illegible) in town is available. 

Let them have the old school gym.  

223. We need more outdoor things to do. Dog park, walking and bike paths, jet ski rental, atv 

trail.  

 


